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This examination of the most popular plays of Rodolfo

Usigli, Salvador Novo, and Emilio Carballido shows their

concern with Mexico's social problems--especially as evi-
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Treating socio-political and sexual problems with

special emphasis upon psychology, Usigli combines melo-

dramatic reality and imagination. Psychoanalysis is also

important in Novo's characterizations; his themes and char-
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surrealism creates an atmosphere of fantasy, with scenic

neo-realism representing everyday life, bourgeois ideas,
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

This study attempts to determine some of the ways that

themes in contemporary Mexican theatre bear relation to

Mexican social class structure.

Purpose of the Study

The study treats the two most popular plays of each

of three Mexican playwrights. First, Rodolfo Usigli's El

Gesticulador and Corona de sombra are studied; then,

Salvador Novo's Yocasta, o casi and Cuahtemoc; and last,

Emilio Carballido's two works, E_ relojero de Cordoba and

Medusa are also studied. In the case of each author, an

attempt is made to relate socioeconomic conditions affect-

ing the Mexican contemporary way of life.

Bachground and Significance
of the Study

In spite of the facts that Mexico is the United States'

immediate neighbor to the South and that its long history

goes back to the empires of the Indian civilizations flour-

ishing before the Spanish Conquest of the New World, little

is known about Mexican theatre.

1
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During the earliest years of the period of Spanish

Conquest, native dramatic representations were well docu-

mented in the Spanish chronicles. There apparently existed

a highly stylized drama closely allied to religious rites

and, in some cases, to ritual human sacrifice. This cere-

monial function, the use of dance, ornate, repetitive

speech, and simple, earthy farce indicate that such dramas

must have resembled in many ways the Greek theatre before

Aeschylus. Although the Spanish priests did their utmost

to stamp out what they considered sacrilegious performances,

isolated versions of these plays seem to have been performed

as late as the mid-nineteenth century. Contemporary

Indian-oriented plays of religious importance are still

found in mountainous areas.1

Shortly after the Conquest, there appeared theatre in

Spanish; the earliest known play is from 1533. In their

efforts to convert the Indians, priests translated tradi-

tional religious works into Indian languages, utilizing

many of the elements of the Indian plays. Although this

missionary theatre soon died, many of the plays are still

performed in folk festivals in Mexico.2

The sixteenth century produced for the Spanish Con-

quistadores and their descendants a number of religious

1 Frank N. Dauster, Teatro Hispanoamericano tres

prizar (New York, 1965), p. 1.

2 Ibid.
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dramas written in Spanish, Latin, or a mixture of both.

Soon religious works were written and performed in Jesuit

schools as exercises in declamation.

The stage of the seventeenth and early eighteenth cen-

turies was dominated by the figures of the Spanish Golden

Age. The Mexicans that wrote for the theatre followed the

Spanish conventions. The late seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries saw a decline in the theatre in both Spain and

Latin America. The mixture of the decadence in the Spanish

theatre and the influence of the French mythological drama

produced spectacular melodramas which relied heavily on

stage effects and sacrificed dramatic value for immediate

impact. It was not unusual for a dramatic problem to be re-

solved by an earthquake or the eruption of a stage volcano.

Meanwhile, two other tendencies were visible. The learned

farce, with occasional popular plays written for the common

people and relying on linguistic deformation and coarse

humor for its effect, was presented. Although these farces

were frequently of only relative value, they often seem to

have expressed a strong regional consciousness and local

attitudes which foreshadowed the emergence of national

theatre movements in the nineteenth century.3

The second tendency was toward Neoclassical drama,

less ornate than the forms already mentioned and more

3 Ibid,, p. 2.
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rational and moralistic in tone. Although Neoclassicism

produced few plays and playwrights of real worth in Mexico,

it marked the beginning of interest in a theatre which

treated American themes and problems.

In an atmosphere of political and social unrest,

Mexico's theatre profited little from Romanticism and

Modernism. At the turn of the century, Mexico's theatre

found itself in a precarious position.

The key factor in the twentieth century has been the

appearance of independent experimental theatre groups

interested in staging the best of foreign and Latin-

American plays, independent of economic considerations.

They have rebelled against the stagnations of the profes-

sional theatre, shackled by the star system, insistence on

commercial success, and a hidebound repertoire composed

largely of Romantic melodramas and inferior musical reviews.

These experimental movements began with private per-

formances by a small group of avant-garde painters and

poets, but were later financed at a crucial moment by the

government. These groups have given new national play-

wrights the opportunity to have their works produced, while

also performing and benefiting from the best of foreign

theatre. New ideas, new concepts of staging, and new

dramatic theories were all quick to appear. This awareness

of world theatre and alertness to new movements have been
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passed on to the newer dramatists, the pupils of the first

experimental generation, with the result that they display

accomplishments in technique and versatility.

The contemporary playwrights are preoccupied with

Mexico's position in the modern world, as expressed by

Usigli in Corona de sombra, and are somewhat obsessed with

the query, "What constitutes a Mexican?" as is brought out

in Novo's El relojero de Cordoba. This preoccupation fre-

quently takes on a political coloring, but these new

dramatists are aware that they are primarily artists, and

they rarely permit their work to become propaganda. Their

concern is to understand who they are and to find their own

answers to their own problems.



CHAPTER II

EL GESTICULADOR [THE GESTICULATOR]

The first play to be examined is Rodolfo Usigli's El

Gesticulador. John Gassner, critic and author of drama,

says

Rodolfo Usigli is widely regarded as Spanish
America's finest dramatist. A sardonic moralist,
he is akin to George Bernard Shaw in his critical
vision of national error and private foolishness.
Two works stand out as examples of his highly
personal vision of his nation and his technical
capacity: The Gesticulator and Crown of Shadows. 1

Of Usigli and The Gesticulator, Fernando Ponce, Spain's

recognized authority on drama, says

Rodolfo Usigli is another uppermost name of the
Mexican theatre. _The Gesticulator, departing
from a realism that almost becomes farce, develops
at a crucial moment of the country and its pro-
tagonist, Cesar Rubio, through his perfection of
a political fraud, redeems and gives himself to
his fellow men. The atmosphere of the play is
captured through the hardness of its authenticity
and simplicity. 2

Carlos Gonzalez Peiia, Mexican drama critic, states

that "the opening performance of The Gesticulator, by

1 John Gassner and Edward Quinn, The Reader's
Encyclopedia of World Drama (New York, 1969), p. 810.

2 Fernando Ponce, Introduccion al teatro contemporaneo
(Madrid, 1969), p. 265.

6
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Rodolfo Usigli, represents one of the big dates in Mexican

theatre.'"3  Pefia continues,

First of all, the matter of theme takes on such
originality, that I do not recall any other
dramatic production that deals with such a theme.
Secondly, the circumstance is deep in life itself,
in the palpitating life of Mexico. It pulls from
the entrails of what is national and spouts
Mexicanism on all sides. If we want to have our
own genuine theatre, that theatre must be this
way: one that being Mexican must not resemble
any other; one in which we can identify ourselves;
one that talks about us, treats our problems,
makes us think, moves us emotionally and reflects
the Mexican way of life.

From the moment the curtain opens on The Gesticulator,

the characters are in the very root of the drama. The

leading character, Cesar Rubio, a retired professor and

authority on the Mexican revolution at the University of

Mexico, is tired of struggling in his badly paid position,

and, determined to remedy the sordid grayness of his exis-

tence, has returned to his hot and dusty native town in the

North. Rubio is a skeptic, a pessimist, a nobody, a failure.

Beside him is his wife, Elena, who is his faithful compan-

ion and who sees things clearly but does not have high

ambitions. With them is their family: Julia, a rash young

lady in her late teens, and Miguel, an anxious, insolent

young man also in his late teens. Both are bored in their

3 Carlos Gonzalez Pefia, El Alma y j Mascara (Mexico,
D. F., 1948), p. 227.

4 Ibid., p. 228.

-- i-,--- ------- I W.- P WWNAXW-AWWllft--A
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present isolated existences, and desire to live again in

Mexico City. Their blatant rebellion embitters and weakens

the small hopes of the father. Cesar says,

Mira las caras de tus hijos; ellos esta'n entera-

mente de acuerdo con mi fracaso. Me consideran

como a un muerto. Y, sin embargo, no hay un solo
hombre en Mexico que sepa todo 10 que s6 yo de la

revolucibn. Ahora se convenceran en la escuela,

cuando mis sucesores demustren su ignorancia.5

One asks, what possible hope for improvement of his

present condition can Cesar Rubio expect to find in the

provincial town where opportunity is so at a minimum? The

truth is, very little. One can rely only on the psychology

of the Mexican mind which concerns itself with the family

and familiar surroundings, a way of thinking that exists in

all social classes.

The head of the Mexican household has a strong desire

to maintain the family unit for his own peace of mind, how-

ever meager their existence might be in that unity. Csar

Rubio feels secure in his native town. He feels his chil-

dren will be better off by being exposed to the simple,

clean, straightforward way of life offered in provincial

existence. Earning a living, even a meager one, demands

5 Rodolfo Usigli, El Gesticulador (New York, 1963),

p. 12. "Look at the faces of your children; they are in

complete agreement regarding my failure. They consider me

as dead. Nevertheless, there is not a single man in
Mexico that knows all I know about the revolution. Now

they will convince themselves at the university when my

successors show their ignorance." All translations are
by the writer.
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hard work on the part of each member of the family. Pro-

vincial living, the direct contact with nature, is a very

strong way of life in Mexico, especially in the lower

class to which C6sar Rubio belongs. The Mexican idea that

a person should stay in one place and do the best he can to

earn a living there is expressed by Rubio in Act One when

he says, "SI, ustedes quieren la capital; tienen miedo de

vivir y de trabajar en un pueblo. No es culpa de ustedes,

sino mas por haber ido all donde se triunfa." 6

Rubio's only other hope is that, due to his knowing

some of the candidates in the coming elections, he will be

appointed to a position in the field of education, This is

almost a false hope regardless of the fact that he has evi-

dence of the shady nature of some of the candidates. His

plan of action is clear when he talks to Elena.

Cesar: Va a haber elecciones en el Estado, y yo
podria encontrar un acomodo. Conozco a todos los
politicos que juegan . . . podr6 convencer los de
que funden una universidad, y quizes ser6 rector
de ella.
Elena: Ninguno de ellos te conoce, C6sar.
Cesar: Alguno hay que fue condiscipulo mio.
Elena: iQuien ha hecho nada por ti entre ellos?
Cesar: No en balde he enseiado la historia de la
revolucion tantos afios; no en balde he acumulado

6Ibid., p. 14. "Yes, you like Mexico City; you are
afraid to live and work in a small town. It is not your
fault, except for having gone there where one can
succeed."
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datos y documentos. Se tantas cosas sobre todos
ellos, que tendran que ayudarme.7

Rubio's conversation with Elena seems to reflect the

corrupt politicians who have for many years been part of

Mexican government. These officials are part of the

Mexican upper classes, depending on the position held.

C6sar Rubio knows that his climb up the social ladder will

be automatic if he secures a political appointment. This

will not only assure him and his family good social status,

but financial security as well. This justifies, in his own

mind, his plans for blackmail. However, fate intervenes.

Fate is personified by Oliver Bolton, an American who, due

to an automobile accident, spends the night in the troubled

home of C6sar Rubio. Bolton becomes a prime mover of the

drama: he is "Destiny."

Oliver Bolton is a Harvard professor of Latin American

history. He is particularly interested in Mexican history,

and Harvard has sent him to research two extraordinary

events of the Mexican revolution. The one that most inter-

ests Bolton is the disappearance of a certain young general

7 fbid. "Cesar: There are going to be elections in
the state, and I could get a position. I know all the
candidates that are running . . . I could convince them
to found a university, and perhaps I will be president of
it. Elena: None of them know you, Cesar. Cesar: There
are some that were my students. Elena: Which one of them
has done anything for you? Cesar: I have not taught the
history of the Mexican revolution in vain; not in vain
have I accumulated facts and documents. I know so many
things on them all that they will have to help me."

A I , .-- ".. ." , - -- 'l- -- ", -- alkwAsm"
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who, because of the suspicious conditions surrounding his

disappearance, may be still alive. Strangely enough, the

name of the general for whom this vigorous, unsuspecting

professor is looking is also Cesar Rubio. Furthermore,

General Rubio was born in the same town and was a child-

hood friend of professor Cesar Rubio.

The devil entices in time of need. For Bolton, there

is at stake a large grant to write a book on the subject;

for Cesar Rubio, the opportunity to earn a large sum of

money for giving information about General Rubio.

Cesar: 4Pero tiene usted una idea de la suma?

Bolton: No s6 bien. Dos mil dolares . . . tres

mil tal vez.
Cesar: Se me figura que tendra usted que buscar

sus informes en otra parte . . . y que no los

encontrar a.
Bolton: Oh, siento mucho. Si es una cuesti6n

de dinero podra* arreglarse. La universidad esta

interesada . . . yo estoy . . . apasionado, le

digo. tPor que no dice usted una cifra?

Cesar: Yo diria una. Yo diria diez.8

To the Mexican people, Americans represent both finan-

cial assets and gullibility. The presence of Bolton stimu-

lates greed in the struggling Cesar Rubio. Why not sub-

stitute the cornered university failure and grieved father

8Ibid., p. 27. "Cesar: But do you have an idea of

the sum? Bolton: I do not know for sure. Two thousand

perhaps three thousand. Cesar: I imagine you will

have to look for your information elsewhere. . . and that

you will not find it. Bolton: Oh, I am so sorry. If it

is a matter of money, it can be arranged. The university

is interested . . . I am . . . devoted, I tall you. Why

don't you say a sum? Cesar: All right. I would say ten

thousand."
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as the heroic figure? Why not substitute the fading but

available Cesar Rubio as what was or could have been the

splendid general? Cesar Rubio says, "Y sin embargo, por

que no podria ser asi? Hasta el mismo nombre . . . nacimos

en el mismo pueblo, aquil; teniamos m6s o menos la misma

edad."9

In this decision, Cesar Rubio might be expressing an

integral part of the Mexican's existence, "the Mexican's

inability or unwillingness to perform as a human being

without playing a role." 1 0 Cesar Rubio justifies his

decision in Act One by saying, "Sin embargo, la historia

no es mas que un suenio."l1

In assuming the role of General Rubio, professor Cesar

Rubio makes his dreams come true. As General Rubio, he

will gain wealth, social position, good marriages for his

children, and become a public figure. "Destiny, who had

always excluded him, does not shun him anymore." 12

Even though Bolton promises not to expose Cesar Rubio's

identity, he feels a responsibility to the world to let them

know that the once great general of the Mexican revolution

9 Ibid., p. 43. "Nevertheless, why couldn't I be
that way? Even the very name . . . we were born in the
same town, here; we were about the same age."

1 0 Gassner and Quinn, p. 810.

1 1 Usigli, p. 32. "Nevertheless, history is no more
than a dream."

12 Peha, p. 232.

-9 AW4
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is still alive, and publishes the information. Csar Rubio

is immediately found by the Mexican authorities and is made

a gubernatorial candidate in the coming election. Moved by

ambition, but believing himself capable of doing some good,

C6sar plunges himself into the race for political power and

concomitant possible assassination. His wife Elena, in the

presence of deputy Guzman, voices disapproval, but Cesar

answers,

Csar: aCrees que estoy demasiado viejo para
gobernar, Elena? Conoces mis ideas, mis suefios
. . . sabes que podria hacer algo por mi Estado,
por mi pals . . . tanto come cualquier mexicano.
Guzman: iOh, mucho mas, mi general:
Cesar: Quizas, en el fondo, he deseado esta
oportunidad siempre. Si me la ofrecen ellos
libremente, jpor qu6 no voy a aceptar? Soy un
hombre honrado. Puedo ser util. He soilado
tanto tiempo con serlo. Si ellos creen . . .13

Coming from the lower middle class, Cesar Rubio has

always lived with hope. Hope is one of the main character-

istics of that class. It makes their miserable existence

a bit easier to bear. In his acceptance of possible

assassination while running for office, Rubio is represen-

tative of two aspects of Mexican life. One aspect is his

acceptance of the danger of becoming a political figure in

13 Usigli, p. 64. "Do you believe I am too old to
govern, Elena? You know my ideas . . . my dreams . .
you know I could do something for my state, for my country
* . . as much as any other Mexican . . . Guzman: Oh, much
more my general: Cesar: Perhaps, deep inside, I have
desired this opportunity always. If they offer it to me
freely, why shouldn't I accept it? I am an honest man.
I have dreamed so long of being one. If they believe .

4
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a country where this group of people is often eradicated

by opposing political figures. Another aspect is the

tradition of "machismo" (manliness). For Rubio it is

better to die than to lose face as a man. If there is one

single characteristic that could be said to be found in

all Mexican social classes, it would be "machismo."

In The Gesticulator, Elena is an excellent example

of Mexican womanhood in the middle and lower classes. She

knows her husband's shortcomings and recognizes his illicit

actions, but accepts them. Of Ce'sar's shortcomings Elena

says, in Act One, "Nada te dio a ti la universidad, Cesar,

mas que un sueldo que nunca nos ha alcanzado para vivir." 1 4

As the act advances, Desar tells her, "Es que crees que no

hare dinero nunca." Elena answers, "No lo creo (con ter-

nura) lo s6, senior Rubio, y estoy tranquila. Por eso me

da recelo que te metas en cosas de politica."1 5

C6sar suggests they go to the United States where

Bolton can get him a job as professor of the Mexican revo-

lution. She says, "Desde luego; podrias aprender ingles.

Despierta C6sar, y dejame preparar Ia cena." 1 6

1 4 Ibid., p. 12. "The university has given you nothing
Cesar, but a salary that has never been enough to live on."

1 5 Ibid., p. 20. "It is that you believe that I will
never make money. Elena: I don't believe it, I know it,
Mister Rubio, and I am happy. That is why I fear for you
to get involved in politics."

16 Ibid., p. 21. "Of course; you could learn English.
Wake up C~sar, and let me prepare dinner."
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Elena is only too aware of Cesar's illicit actions:

La forma en que hablaste era mas segura que una
afirmaci6n. No s$ como pudiste hacerlo, C6sar,
ni menos, como te extraila el que te persiga esa
mentira. Puedes engalarte a ti mismo si quieres.
No a mi.1 7

Elena goes about doing those household tasks that are

expected of wives in her social class. She is caught be-

tween her responsibilities as a wife and as a mother.

Miguel and Julia are full of hatred for their father and

what he stands for. Elena is forced to justify her

husband's actions to them as best she can. In Act Two,

Julia complains of her father's inability to provide for

them. Elena answers, "Le apena que sus asuntos no vayan

mejor, mas rapidamente. Pero tfi no debes alimentar esas

ideas que no son limpias, Julia." 1 8

The idea that the father is always right and his

actions should not be questioned by the family predominates

in Mexico, even today. This is especially true of the

middle and lower classes.

Elena's instincts of motherhood are best expressed in

Act Two when she is pleading with Cesar to use his money

17 Ibid., p. 43. "The way in which you talked was
more than an affirmation. I don't know how you could have
done it, Cesar, and I understand even less the strangeness
of how that lie follows you. You can fool yourse-lf if you
want to. Not me."

1 8 Ibid. "It grieves him that his interests are not

boing better, more rapidly. But you should not foster
those wicked thoughts, Julia."
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wisely:

Pero tus hijos se secan de no hacer nada, C6sar.
Somos viejos ya y necesitamos el dinero menos
que ellos. Puedes ayudarles a establecerse
fuera de aqul. Podrias darles todo, para lib-
rarte de esas ideas . . . que nos importa ser

pobres unos ailos ma's, a ti y a ml?
Cesar: No tenemos nosotros derecho a un des-
quite?
Elena: Si tu quieres. Pero no los sacrifique-

mos a ellos. Quiza no quieres irte de Mexico
porque pensaste que la gente podia enterarse
de que tenemos dinero . . . por vanidad. Si nos
vamos, Cesar, seremos felices. Pondremos una
tienda o un restorain mexicano, cualquier cosa,
Miguel cree en ti todavigi, a pesar de todo.1 9

The woman's role in courtship is very plainly stated

at the beginning of the second act when Julia denies having

written to a male friend in Mexico City. Elena reproaches

her:

Haces mal en mentirme. Se que has escrito a
ese muchacho otra vez. 4Por qu4 lo hiciste?
Las mujeres no deben hacer esas cosas; no haces

sino buscarte una tortura mas, esperando,
esperando todo el tiempo.2 0

19Ibid., p. 46. "But your sons are bored with doing

nothing7TCsar. We are old already and we need money less
than they do. You could help them establish themselves

away from here. You could give them everything by freeing
yourself of those ideas . . . what does it matter to be
poor a few more years, you and I? C6sar: Don't we have a
right to a compensation, you and I? Elena: If you wish it
so. But let's not sacrifice them. Perhaps you don't want

to leave Mexico because you think that the people will find
out that we have money . . . for vanity. If we leave,
Cesar, we will be happy. We could open a store or a
Mexican restaurant, anything. Miguel still believes in
you, in spite of everything."

20 Ibid., p. 40. "You do wrong in lying to me. I know

that you have written to that man again. Why did you do it?
Women should not do those things; you are simply looking

for one more torture, waiting all the time."
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Miguel spent six years in Mexico City with the family

to further his education. He is representative of the

lower middle class in that he did not study but concentrated

his energies in becoming a student leader in order to help

to better the students' condition at the university. It is

typical of members of the lower middle classes to sacrifice

long term goals in satisfying their immediate needs. How-

ever, these immediate needs are often such basics as food,

clothing, and shelter. Usigli clearly shows they struggle

for their very existence. Being a member of the lower

middle class in Mexico means poverty.

On the other hand, Miguel is representative of the

middle and upper classes in his desire for justice. After

the assassination of his father, Miguel leaves home in

search of truth. One of the truths he seeks is evidence to

convict Navarro, the man responsible for his father's

death. Miguel confronts Navarro, "Encontrare pruebas de

que 61 no era un heroe y de que usted es un asesino."21

The upper class and the aspiring middle class have a strong

sense of justice, whereas the lower classes "let things

ride" for lack of ability to express themselves and lack

of funds necessary to seek justice in the courts.

Usigli seems to state that before a situation can be

remedied, one must face the problem, look it straight on,

2 1 Ibid., p. 101. "I will find evidence that he was
not a hero and that you are a murderer."
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admit the shortcomings that brought it about, and face up

to the truth. Miguel says,

iPero si no es el ser pobres lo que les repro-
cho. iSi yo queria salir descalzo a jugar con
los demais chicos' Es la apariencia, la men-
tira lo que me hace sentirme asi. *Y Ademas,
era cbmico: Era c6mico porque no engaiiaban a
nadie . . . ni a los invitados que iban a sen-
tarse en sus propias sillas, a comer con sus
propios cubiertos . . . ni al tendero que nos
fiaba las mercancias.' Todo el mundo lo sabia,
y si no se relan de ustedes era porque ellos
vivian igual y hacian lo mismo. Pero era co-

mico:'2 2

Usigli shows in this dialogue that the middle class in

Mexico is often represented as "putting on a front." This

seems especially true of the lower middle class. This part

of the Mexican social group is excellently represented in

the character of Miguel. The family's social subterfuge

is the equivalent of "keeping up with the Joneses."

Salinas, Garza and Treviiio, local deputies in the small

town, and Estrella, a lawyer, are subject to the pressures

that exist in all Mexican social classes. It is they who

investigate, confirm, and push Cesar Rubio to accept a

candidacy for governor in the coming election. Estrella,

2 2 Ibid., p. 15. "But it is not because we are poor
that I reproach you: I wanted to go out on the street and

play without shoes with the other children. It is putting
up a front, the lie, that makes me feel this way. Besides
it was funny: It was funny because you were not folling
anyone . . . not the guests that came to sit on their own
chairs, to eat from their own silverware . . . nor the
grocery store man that charged our groceries: All the
world knew it, and if they did not laugh at you it was
because they lived the same way and did the same thing.
But, it was funny:"
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once convinced of Cesar Rubio's identity, says, "Al

reaparecer usted se convierte automaticamente en el

candidato idial para el Gobierno de su Estado natal.?"2 3

As a member of the lower middle class, Cesar Rubio grasps

the opportunity to make his hopes come true.

General Navarro, Salas, and Leon are typical repre-

sentatives of the Mexican political class. They try

persuasion first to discourage Cesar Rubio from running for

governor. When Cesar Rubio opposes them, they resort to

violence, also typical in Mexican politics. "If you can't

beat them, kill them" seems to be the slogan. Navarro

threatens C6sar Rubio in their final meeting before going

to the polls:

Come quieras . . . pero te advierto lealmente
que yo tambien he tomado mis precauciones, y
que es mejor que no vayas a los plebiscitos
. .1..puede costarte la vida.
C6sar Rubio answers: Lo mismo que a ti. Es el
precio de este juego.2 4

C6sar Rubio is killed on the way to the polls by an

unnamed assassin. It is evident that Navarro knows exactly

where the assassin would be and that he has his men lie in

wait for the assassin to do the deed. Then the assassin is

2 3 Ibid., p. 58. "With your reappearance, you have

become automatically the ideal candidate for governor of
your native state."

2 4 Ibid., p. 86. "As you wish . . . but I warn you in

good faith that I, too, have taken my precautions and that
it is best if you do not go to the polls . . . it might
cost you your life. Cesar Rubio: It works both ways. It
is the price of this game."
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killed on the spot and upon him are "planted" various

religious objects so he would seem to be a religious fana-

tic. By this action, Usigli suggests the friction between

the church and state.

The Gesticulator deals with politics and treats the

political class in a satirical and farcial manner. Peia

suggests that such a treatment is valid because, shortly

after the Mexican revolution, the political atmosphere

within which the play is set

. . . was a bloody farce just as the people
involved in it were caricaturistic and bloody
farcists. Crooked elections have taken place.
There have been dishonest governors. There have

been political decisions made by the gun and

political candidates killed.25

The Gesticulator is a "provincial political satire and

dramatizes the failure of a hypocritical heroism."26 Of

The Gesticulator, Usigli wrote

Like most characters in my plays, Cesar Rubio is

a compound of human elements I have observed in
psychological studies of the Mexican character.
He falls under my definition of what drama and its

characters should be. I contend that drama is the

art of remembering with the help of imagination.
While a pure mythical or fictional creature, Cesar
Rubio deserves a place in history because of

psychological interpretation and, as some critic has
said, "he did not exist, but he might have existed,"
since he is so representative of Mexico. 27

25Peiia, p. 233.

2 6 Antonio Magafia Esquivel and Ruth S. Lamb, Breve
historia del teatro Mexicano (Mexico City, 1958), p. 134.

27 Usigli, p. vi.
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The Gesticulator deals primarily with lower and lower

middle class ways of life. Cesar Rubio best represents the

most common characteristics of these two social classes:

hope, the idea of remaining in one place, pooling the

family unit's efforts to make a living, concern for the

family unit, tilling the land, poverty corrupting a man,

and putting up a front.

Miguel also represents the lower classes in his strug-

gle to remedy immediate needs. However, he can be said to

have two characteristics representative of the middle

class: the constant search for truth and a deep desire

for justice.

Elena is a prime example of the Mexican lower and

middle class ideas concerning the woman's role in society.

These two classes believe that the woman should remain in

the home to do all household chores and see to her respon-

sibilities as a mother. Furthermore, her devotion to her

husband should be unquestioning, whatever his shortcomings

might be.

Julia serves as a vehicle for Usigli to voice a well

founded lower and middle class philosophy: the woman should

never be the instigator in a courtship. The first step

must be taken by the man.

Whereas there are some characteristics primarily com-

mon to a definite Mexican class, there are some characteristics
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held by all Mexican classes. Usigli treats three of these

in The Gesticulator: (I) the Mexican believes all Americans

to be gullible and financially stable, (2) the Mexican can

not function without playing a role, and (3) the idea of

manliness is well founded in the Mexican male.

Mexican social structure is not founded on financial

status alone but is broken down to professional groups.

Of these professions, Usigli has chosen to criticize the

political class. Through the characters of Cesar Rubio,

General Navarro, Salas, Leon, Salinas, Garza, and Treviio,

Usigli points out the corrupt state of Mexico's government.

The political class is depicted as shrewd, hypocritical,

and violent. When the political figures use religious

objects to cover their crime, Usigli seems to suggest that

not all is well between the church and the state. Like-

wise, Usigli seems to suggest that politicians do not hold

anything sacred nor respect the church to achieve their

goals.

Thus, in The Gesticulator, Rodolfo Usigli treats the

lower and middle classes, criticizes the Mexican political

structure, and points out some characteristics common to

all Mexican social classes.



CHAPTER III

CORONA DE SOMBRA [CROWN OF SHADOWS]

The second play to be examined is set in one of Mexico's

most turbulent periods, the Mexican revolution. Here,

Usigli's characters are expressive of so many "sociological,

political and historical matters."1  These can best be

pointed out in the play's progression.

Corona de sombra opens with a conversation between a

porter and Erasmo. The porter is in the service of Carlota

in her palace of Bouchout in Brussels. Erasmo is a Mexican

historian. After being refused an official audience with

the aged Carlota, he has talked the porter into letting him

into the palace when no one else is around. From the very

start of the play, Usigli dramatizes the subversion of the

ignorant, humble lower class. Erasmo wishes to see the

inner chambers of the palace after having seen the drawing

room and the terrace. The porter refuses to let him go any

further.

Portero: Podria venir alguien. No me atrevo.

(tose ).

'Vera Beck, "Usigli As Seen in His Preface and
Epilogues," Revista Iberoamericana, XXXVII (December, 1954),
432.

- 23 -
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Erasmo: (Sacando metodicamente una cartera y de

ella un billete): Esto le curare' la tos. Es

una medicina infalible.
Portero: (Tomando el billete): No deberia yo

. . . no deberia yo . . .2

In this action, the porter shows a despicable trait

in betraying confidences for a few pesos. However, his

acceptance of the money under the given conditions is very

typical of the lower Mexican classes and public officials.

They are cheaply and easily bribed. The Mexican mind

rationalizes this as being an acceptable means of augment-

ing his salary. This is especially true of border Mexican

towns and tourist centers.

The porter is also representative of the highly

superstitious nature of the Mexican people, especially the

middle and lower classes. In discussing Carlota's illness

with Erasmo, the porter says, "Da dolor, usted comprende--

es una enfermedad inventada por el diablo." 3

The two continue to tour the chambers, but the porter

voices a definite objection to letting Erasmo into Carlota's

bedroom. Erasmo abides by the porter's wishes and starts

to leave. The porter wants to be reassured that Erasmo

2 Rodolfo Usigli, Corona de sombra (New York, 1961),

p. 12. "Porter: Someone might come. I don't dare.

(coughs). Erasmo: (Getting out his billfold methodically

and from it a bill): This will cure your cough. It is an

infallible medicine. Porter: (Taking the bill): I

shouldn't . . . I shouldn't . . .

3Ibid., p. 13. "It hurts, you understand--it is a

disease invented by the devil."
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will not speak badly of Carlota in his book. Erasmo's

answer could be said to be Mexico's opinion in regard to

Carlota:

Yo soy historiador, amigo. La historia no habla
mal de nadie, a menos que se trate de alguien
malo. Esta mujer era una ambiciosa, causb la
muerte de su esposo y acarre6 muchas enormes
desgracias. Era orgullosa y mala.4

The porter orders him to leave, but Erasmo, already

inside through the gullibility of the porter, decides to

stay and speak to Carlota. The porter threatens to call

the guards, but Erasmo is not impressed. Their argument

comes to an abrupt halt when voices are heard from the

corridor. The two intruders hide and Carlota and her lady-

in-waiting come in. They sit. Carlota picks up a book

from one of the chairs and offers it to her lady-in-waiting.

The lady-in-waiting recognizes the book as not being the

one she had been reading to Carlota and reads the title

aloud. It is Erasmo's book on the history of Mexico.

Carlota hears the title and loses all control:

;M6xico: ;Luces: ;Pronto: ;Luces: :tan oscuro,
tan oscuro' Luces' Historia de Mexico. (Re-
pite muy bajito): Mexico . . . M6xico . . . Max.5

4 Ibid., p. 15. "1 am a historian, my friend. History
does not speak badly of anyone, unless it speaks about
someone who was bad. This woman was ambitious, caused the
death of her husband and many terrible things. She was
vain and evil."

5 Ibid., p. 17. "Mexico! Lights: Quick: Lights:
So dark, so dark: Lights: The History of Mexico:
(Repeats, very softly) Mexico . . . Mexico . . . Max."
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In these anguished lines Carlota expresses what she,

in her youth, had hoped her life in Mexico would be like

and how she was bitterly disappointed. Mexico was her hope

for power and recognition, but Mexico refused her and

crushed her. She was looked upon as an enemy of the people.

After she recuperates from this initial shock, she be-

lieves herself to be returned to Mexico from her trip to

Europe. She discovers Erasmo and the porter hidden behind

the drapes that lead to the balcony. She sends the porter

to look for Maximilian and converses with Erasmo, believing

him to be Benito Juarez.

Scene four depicts the days of Maximilian and Carlota's

youth before going to Mexico. In this scene, Carlota says,

Yo no soy feliz, Max. No soy feliz aqui encer-

rada. Si tuvieramos hijos me dejaria engordar

como las princesas alemanas, y dedicaria mi vida

a cuidarlos con la esperanza de que alguno de

ellos Ilegara a reinar un dia--en B6lgica o en

Austria, por un azar cualquiera. Creo que haria

calceta y political, y si tuviera una hija la

casaria con un monarca poderoso.6

Usigli expresses the Christian philosophy that is so

deeply engrained in all the Mexican people. The body is

simply a shell which is lent to man for his existence on

6Ibid., p. 27. "I am not happy here, locked in. If

we had children I would let myself get fat like the German

princesses, and I would dedicate my life to taking care of

them with the hope that one of them will get to reign some

day--in Belgium or Austria, by some happenstance. I

believe I would knit and make politics, and if I had a

daughter, I would see her married to a powerful monarch."
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earth. Death reduces it to dust; the purpose of mankind

is the reproduction of the species.

Carlota argues that Mexico will accept them because

the land is new and will absorb them. They could conquer

Mexico. Maximilian is more realistic:

No, Carlota. Yo conozco la naturaleza, la he

observado, la he estudiado. No es posible
transplantar ciertas races. Si fueramos a

M6xico como conquistadores, tendriamos que

regar nuestras races consangre, y yo no naci

para derramar la sangre de los hombres.7

Maximilian anticipates the Mexican way of thinking of

all social classes. "Mexico is a proud country. Too proud

to allow foreigners to rule it." In comparing himself to

the hand, Maximilian inadvertently voices a very Mexican

way of life. The Mexican people feel a real attachment to

the land. They feel happy toiling on the land. It is

their opinion that God meant for men to work the land.

The lower classes live in a world of dreams but awaken

to a harsh reality. Maximilian thinks himself representa-

tive of a Mexican way of life.

Maximilian: Pobrecita mia--ino te das cuenta que

todo es un sueio?
Carlota: Por eso 10 creia posible, Max. Por

increible, por naravilloso. No hablabas de un

viaje por el Oriente? Crees que podria ser

mas maravilloso que un imperio? Los mexicanos

7fbid., p. 29. "No Carlota. I know nature. I have

observed it, I have studied it. It is not possible to

transplant certain roots. If we go to Mexico as con-

querors, we would have to water our roots with blood, and

I wasn't born to spill the blood of men."
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vinieron solos, cayeron de las nubes. Es algo

mas milagroso que el reinado de Victoria, es

el unico cuento de hadas de este siglo. Conquis-

tar, gobernar una tierra nueva, un imperio de oro

y plata . . .
Maximilian: Despierta, Carlota, por favor. Tengo

la idea muy clara de que los mexicanos no cayeron
del cielo. Napolebn los mand6 a nosotros con al-
ghn fin torturoso y sordido como 61. Es cierto

que yo 10 admiro; pero esta noche he sentido cre-

cer en mi una gran desconfianza. No intentara
reinar sobre nosotros y conseguir beneficios para
Francia? Es un mal hombre. 8

Carlota is representative of dreams, while Maximilian

represents reality. "Usigli recognizes a modern realism

that struggles with psychological reality and current

reality, and another realism, magical, in which man tries

to establish a new reality."9 These two speeches support

Usigli's philosophy and represent his estimation of posi-

tion of the lower classes. Carlota is also represented

here as greedy. She is a prime example of the wealthy

upper class wanting more power and more wealth. Maximilian

8 Ibid., p. 30. "Maximilian: Poorest mine--don't you

realize that all is a dream? Carlota: That is why I

thought it possible, Max. So incredible, so marvelous

.0 . .The Mexicans got there on their own, they fell from

the clouds. It is something more miraculous than Victoria's

reign; it is the only fairy tale of this century. To

conquer, to govern a new land, an empire of gold and silver

.. 0 .Maximilian: Wake up, Carlota, please, I have the
idea very clear that the Mexicans did not fall from the sky.
Napoleon has set us up to be like himself--tortured and

sordid. It is true that I admire him, but tonight I have

felt grow in me a great distrust. I wonder if he does not

intend to reign over us and get benefits for France? He
is a bad man.

9Vera Beck, "La fuerza motriz, en la obra dramatica

de Rodolfo Usigli," Revista Iberoamericana, XVIII
(September, 1953), 369.
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is prophetic in his distrust of Napoleon. The young

monarchs were to become pawns in the hands of Napoleon,

placed on the throne for the glory of France and used to

serve his own greedy ends.

It is apparent that Usigli has the Mexican masses

dramatized in this play as standing for freedom, not

sovereignty. They are not content to be puppets. They

seek the improvement of their lot, and resent the exploita-

tion of their rich natural resources.

Maximilian is not far from the truth when he finally

gives in to Carlota's wishes, but asks, "Me pregunto si no

nos odiaran, si no nos sentiran intrusos hasta el odio." 1 0

With the understanding that the Mexican people are their

equal and that they will rule with love, Maximilian and

Carlota accept the French throne in Mexico.

The next scene finds the young sovereigns already in

Mexico. Maximilian is talking to his generals in an attempt

to find out why he was called to rule Mexico. Miramon

repli es,

No se como ocurri6 , sire, pero vi que la piraimide

habia cubierto a la iglesia. Era una piraimide

oscura, color de indio. Y vi que el indio habla
tomado el lugar del blanco. Unos barcos se

alejaban por el mar, al fondo de mi sue-no, y

entonces la pira'mide crecia hasta Ilenar todo
el horizonte y cortar toda comunicacion con el

1 0 Usigli, Corona de sombra, p. 31. "1 ask myself if

they will not hate us, if they will not consider us in-

truders to the point of our being hated."
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mar. Yo sabia que iba en uno de los barcos; pero
tambien sabia que me habia quedado en tierra, atras
de la pira'mide, y que la piraimide me separaba
ahora de mi mismo.11

Miramon is representative of the upper class who does

not want its present position challenged. If anything,

they want their status reassured. This is one reason they

united in the Conservative Party. As such, they opposed the

Liberal Party who wanted the "suppression of monastaries

and the confiscation of all church property." 1 2 By uniting

against the Liberals, they were trying to keep their social

position and the support of the religious organization.

Likewise, they would keep the Indian sects below them. By

keeping the Indian from power, they would assure their posi-

tion. The presence of a white, educated, European govern-

ing head of the country insured them of the culture of

Europe becoming part of the Mexican culture. Mexico would

no longer be an isolated, primitive country. The new

kingdom would bring the culture of Europe and save them

from the threats of the North and being identified with the

primitive Indians. It was hoped that with the coming of

llIbid., p. 34. "1 do not know how it happened, sir,

but I saw that the pyramid had covered the church. It was
a dark pyramid, the color of an Indian. And I saw that
the Indian had taken the place of the white man. Some
boars were leaving by sea, at the back of my dream, and
then the pyramid got bigger till it covered the horizon and
cut all communication with the sea. I know that I was in one
of the boats; but I also know that I had remained on land,
behind the pyramid, and that the pyramid separated me from myself."

1 2 Ibid., p. ix.
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the Prince of the House of Hapsburg other royalty might

come to Mexico, thus adding to the number of members of the

white upper class. The Hapsburg's brought with them the

pomp and glitter of royalty that the Mexican people appear

to admire.

Miramon: El mexicano no es republicano en el

fondo, senior. Su experencia le ensefia que la
rephblica es informe.
Lacunza: El mexicano sabe que los reyes sub-

sisten en Europa, conoce la duraci 6n politica

de Espaiia, y aqui, en menos de medio siglo, ha
visto desbaratarse cuarenta gobiernos sucesivos.13

Carlota's dream is now reality. A reality that is not

to last long. She unknowingly predicts the end of their

reign:

Max--irecuerdas ese grito que olmos en el camino?

Yo lo siento todavia como el golpe de un hacha

en el cuello: "iViva Juarez:" Por fortuna mata-

ron al hombre, pero su voz me estrangula an. 1 4

Carlota's ideas seem to parallel, in some ways, those

of the lower classes. Her fear, although misunderstood, is

like that associated with forms of witchcraft practiced in

Mexico.

13 Ibid.,p. 36. "Miramon: The Mexican is not a

republican at heart, sir. His experience teaches him

that a republic is formless. Lacunza: The Mexican knows

that kings exist in Europe; they know the political dura-

tion of Spain, and here, in less than half a century, he

has seen forty governments crumble in succession."

14Ibid.,,p. 38. "Do you remember the cry we heard

on the road? I still feel it like the blow of an axe on

my neck. 'Long live Juarez!' Fortunately they killed the

man, but his voice strangles me still."
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Act One ends with Carlota having her doubts about com-

ing to Mexico because it is destroying the love between

Maximilian and her. In other words, she can no longer just

play at being an empress. She has to face the reality of

being one and she does not like it.

Act Two starts with a conference of state between Maxi-

milian, Bazaine, Carlota, Labastida, Mejia, and Father

Fischer. They are discussing Maximilian's signature on a

decree that sentences to death anyone carrying arms against

the empire. Bazaine says it is martial law. Maximilian

accuses Bazaine of disliking Mexico and its people. Bazaine

answers,

jQuiere Vuestra Majestad que admire a gentes

desharrapadas que se alimentan de maiz, de chile

y de pulque? Yo pertenezco a una nacion15
civilizada y superior, como Vuestras Majestades.1

Bazaine could be speaking for the upper class which con-

siders the lower classes disreputable. Even the difference

in diet between the upper and lower classes is brought out

here. One can readily see the financial condition of the

lower class in what they have for daily food.

Maximilian reminds Bazaine that he is forgetting two

important factors in the diet of everyone, love and faith.

Maximilian further tells him that he came to Mexico to bring

15 Ibid., p. 46. "Your Majesty wants me to admire

these ragged people who feed themselves on corn, chile and

pulque? I belong to a civilized and superior nation, like
your Majesties."
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the people these foods, not to kill them. Labastida, a

member of the clergy, agrees with him. Bazaine expresses

the opinion that Napoleon would not be likely to keep his

troops in Mexico much longer if Maximilian does not annul

his decree.

The position of the Mexican Catholic Church is paral-

leled during the heated discussion that follows between

Mejia and Bazaine. Father Fischer comes between Mejia and

Bazaine, who are about to come to blows.

Con perd6n de Vuestra Majestad, desearia hacer

algunas preguntas al senior Mariscal antes de que
se retire.
Maximilian: Podeis hacerlo, Padre.

Padre Fischer: No estima'is acaso, seflor Mariscal,

que el decreto de Su Majestad, grave come es,

encierra un espiritu de cordialidad hacia el

Emperador Napoleon y hacia el ejercito francs.15

The Mexican Catholic Church tries to serve as media-

tor in keeping the peace between the people and the state.

Contrary to popular belief, the Mexican government was, at

this time, not in the best of terms with the Catholic

Church. Father Fischer represents the Catholic Church's

effort to keep peace between the government and the people.

1 6 Ibid., p. 47. "With the pardon of your Majesty,
I would like to ask a few questions of Mister Mariscal

before he leaves. Maximilian: You may do it, Father.
Father Fischer: Don't you believe perhaps, Mister
Mariscal, that the decree of his Majesty, grave as it

is, has a spirit of cordiality towards Emperor Napoleon

and towards the French army?"
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When the Mexican classes have a cause to fight for,

their devotion and their loyalty are unquestionable. In

that loyalty is involved honor and a personal commitment

for which the Mexican, whether it be a man or a woman of

any social class, will give his life. To the Mexican

people, a man's word is as good as any legal paper. Mejia

has committed himself to Maximilian's cause. Bazaine

refuses to obey Maximilian's orders against those of

Napoleon. Mejia stands by Maximilian:

Yo tambien soy soldado, pero creo en la gloria,
en la devoci6n y en el heroismo. Si el ej6rcito

frances se retirara, como lo insinfa el mariscal,

aqui, estariamos nosotros, senior, para morir

por yos, para que nestra muerte diera vida al
imperio.17

Maximilian tries his best to keep his forces together.

He even asks Father Fischer to talk to Bazaine. As a pre-

cautionary step, they think of asking the rulers of Europe

for help. Carlota suggests sending an assassin to kill

Juarez. Maximilian dismisses her suggestion immediately.

He suggests their dying to save the empire, but Carlota

points out that that would be just another way of abdicating.

Napoleon orders Bazaine to take the French troops out

of Mexico. Bazaine points out the alternatives to Maxi-

milian and Carlota. All of them are unfavorable.

17 Ibid., p. 49. "I, too, am a soldier, but believe

in glory, devotion and heroism. If the French army leaves,

like Mariscal says, we will be here, sir, to die for you

so that with our death your empire will succeed."
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Napoleon how has the trusting couple in his claws:

Bazaine: Pero Napole6n III es un gran politico.
Me dijo: "Ponedles el triunfo a la vista, pero
no se lo deis si no es en cambio del engrande-
cimiento do Francia." Me dijo: "Hacedles
entrever la derrota, pero no la dejeis consu-
marse a menos que sea necesario para Francia."
Y ahora es necesario para Francia, Majestad. 1 8

Maximilian's final defeat comes when Carlota leaves

him to seek help in Europe. She was his strength, his

support. "No amor mio, no te iras. Qu6 haria yo sin

ti"19ti . 1

It is a Mexican custom, upon the death of a member of

the family, to refrain from hearing music, dancing, and

going to parties and to wear black for one year. Carlota,

during her visit to Napoleon, represents this Mexican

custom when Empress Eugenia tells her she will be the "sun

in their ball." Carlota answers, "Perdonadme, seiiora.

Llevo luto por mi padre y no he venido a Europa a bailar." 20

Napoleon does not grant Carlota the aid she seeks.

She becomes enraged and literally loses her reason.

1 8Ibid., p. 60. "But Napoleon III is a great

politician. He told me: 'Place victory in their sight
but don't let them have it unless it is for the grandeur
of France.' He told me: 'Let them see defeat but do
not let them fall unless it is necessary for France." And
now it is necessary for France."

19 Ibid., p. 62. "No, my life, you will not leave.
What will I do without you?"

2 0 Ibid., p. 68. "Excuse me, madam. I am in mourning
for my father, and I have not come to Europe to dance."
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Napoleon's refusal brings the final blow to the Mexican

empire. She goes next to Pope Pio IX in the Vatican. He,

too, turns her down. Once again she turns from reality to

imagination. However, even in her unbalanced state of

mind, she speaks some truth: "Dije que me miraban como

si pareciera yo loca. No, no puede ser. Creeis que

estoy volviendome loca, Santo Padre." 2 1 The Pope tries

to convince her that she is in need of rest. She becomes

even more excited and insistent that the Pope sign her

agreement to give his support to Maximilian. She is per-

suaded to spend the night at the Vatican so she may rest.

A Cardinal raises an objection since she is a woman. The

Pope answers, "Quizais la i'nica en la historia. Infortunada.

Come podemos abandonarla si su corona es de espinas y de

sombras? Id, Cardenal." 2 2

In this action, one finds the Catholic Church is

flexible, depending on its own interests. The hypocrisy

of the church is well defined. Furthermore, Carlota is

given a Christ-like image by making reference to her crown

as of thorns and shadows.

2 1Ibid., p. 77. "I said they looked at me as if I

were crazy. No, no it couldn't be. Do you believe I am

becoming insane, Holy Father?"

2 2 Ibid., p. 82. "Perhaps the only one in history.

Unfortunate one. How can we abandon her if her crown is

of thorns and shadows? Go, Cardinal."
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Act Three finds the aged Carlota back in her palace

at Miramar undergoing a medical examination. She is still

shouting for lights, for hope, for the truth. She says,

"He pedido luces, pero nadie quiere traerlas ya. Ellos

se niegan siempre."23 After thirty years, Carlota's only

thought is the aid that Maximilian needs to save his empire

in Mexico. The lights she keeps asking for stand for the

European aid she went to seek but failed to obtain. Their

hope to make something out of Mexico is shattered. In this

scene, the lights can also signify her coming death. The

doctor has admitted that there is little more he can do

for her. The would-be conqueror has been conquered:

first by Mexico and now by death.

The scene changes to the first locale of the play where

Carlota and Erasmo are conversing in the drawing room. The

Christian belief that the souls will meet each other in

heaven is very present in the Mexican people and is ex-

pressed in Scene xix by Carlota:

Esperad. El 19 de junio de 1967. 1927. Sesenta
ai'os. jQuereis decir que hace sesenta a-nos que

el me espera? Es monstruoso. Por que? iPara
qu6 ? Cometi un crimen tan grande para merecer

esta separaci 6n? No entiendo--no entiendo.
Esperad.24

2 3 Ibid., p. 90. "I have asked for lights, but no one

wants to bring them anymore. They always refuse."

24 Ibid., p. 97. "Wait. The nineteenth of June, 1867.

1927. Seventy years. You mean to tell me that he's been

waiting for me for seventy years? I don't understand--I
don't understand. Wait."
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One of the Mexican ideas is that one who does evil will

by evil be paid before his death. All things should be left

to God. In her last hours of sanity, Carlota reviews her

life and history, receiving blow after blow. She says,

Sesenta alos. Sesenta aos he llevado en mi

cabeza esta pesada corona de sombra. Cuando

se confundirai con el polvo como todos nosotros,
la ambiciosa, la loca, la Emperatriz en sueios?
jY no bastan acaso sesenta aijos de vivir en la

noche, en la muerte, con esta corona de
pesadilla en la frente, para merecer el perd6n?2 5

The last scene takes us back to the day Maximilian was

executed in Queretaro, on June 19, 1867. Maximilian, ac-

companied by his faithful generals, Mejia and Miramon, has

written a letter to the son he never had. He reads the

letter to his two generals:

Hijo mio: Voy a morir por Mexico. Morir es

dulce rara vez; el hombre es tan absurdo que

teme la muerte en vez de temer la vida, que es

la fabrica de la muerte. He viajado por todos

los mares, y muchas veces pense que seria per-
fecto sumergirse en cualquiera de ellos y nada

mas. Pero ahora se que el mar se parece demasi-

ado a la vida, y que su hnica mision es conducir
al hombre a la tierra, tal como la mision de la
vida es llevar al hombre a la muerte. Pero ahora

se que el hombre debe regresar siempre a la
tierra, y s6 que es dulce morir por M6xico porque
en una tierra como la de M6xico ninguna sangre
es esteril. Te escribo solo para decirte esto,

2 5 Ibid., p. 99. "Seventy years. Seventy years I

have carried on my head this heavy crown of shadows. When

will she confuse herself with the dust like all of us;

the ambitious, the crazy, the Empress of dreams? And

isn't it enough--seventy years of living in darkness, in

death, with this crown of nightmare on my head--to deserve

pardon?"
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y para decirte que cuides de tu muerte como yo
he procurado cuidar de la mia, para que tu muerte

sea la cima de tu amor y la coronacion de tu

vida. 2 6

The Mexican philosophy that man was born with a pur-

pose in life is well expressed in Maximilian's letter. It

goes further to say that man has accomplished his mission

on earth if he has toiled and made something of himself.

The relationship between man and the land is again brought

out here. Death is welcome once man has accomplished his

purpose on earth, for he is then worthy of the eternal rest

waiting for him in heaven.

With this letter, Usigli starts an analogy between

Maximilian and Christ. Each felt he had a mission in life,

Both were going to die for a cause--Christ for mankind and

Maximilian for Mexico. Each was firm in the belief that

he was right in his actions and beliefs. Both were unjustly

tried and convicted for political reasons. Both offered

26 Ibid., p. 102. "My son: I am going to die in
Mexico. Dying is sweet but strange; man is so absurd that
he fears death instead of fearing life, which is the

fabric of death. I have travelled through all the seas,

and many times I thought that it would be perfect to
simply submerge in any one of them. But now I know that
the sea resembles life too much, and that its only mission
is to conduct man to land, as the mission of life is to

take man to death. But now I know that man should always
return to the land, and I know that it is sweet to die for
Mexico because in a land like Mexico's no blood is

sterile. I write only to tell you this and to tell you
to care for your death as I have tried to care for mine,
so that your death will be the summit of your love and the
coronation of your life."

i - 1 11- 1-1:,, -!,- -'-, , - I I I I .". - - -- , ", , , I MOT""A
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the people a kingdom, and both were betrayed for their

trouble. Maximilian, like Christ, had two others die at

his side.

Miram6n: Nunca crel, senior, que el amor de
Vuestra Majestad por Mexico fuera tan profundo.
Mela: No es justo, senior, no es justo Vos
no debris morir. No me importa morir, Majestad.
Pero vos no debris morir. Hay tantos indios aqul,
tantos traidores, tantas gentes malas--pero vos
sois unico.
Maximilian: Ahora tengo miedo. Miedo de que mi
muerte no tenga el valor que le atribuyo en mi
impenitente deseo de snfiar. Me duele no entender
el m6vil que impulso a L6pez.
Meji: Ese Judas. Os crucifican, Maximiliano,
os crucifican entre los dos traidores.
Maximilian: Seria demasiada vanidad, Tomas,
pensar que nuestros nombres vivirain tanto y que
resonaran en el mundo por los siglos de los siglos.
No. El hombre muere a veces a semejanza de

Cristo, porque esta hecho a semejanza de Dios.
Pero hay que ser humildes.2 7

During this conversation between the three sentenced

men, guards come to escort them to the field of execution.

All three refuse to have their eyes bandaged. To the

Mexican people this is the ultimate sign of machismo--to

face death unflinchingly.

27 Ibid., p. 103. "Miramon: I never thought that your
Majesty's love for Mexico was so deep. Mejia: But you
should not die. There are so many Indians here, so many
traitors, so many bad people--but you are unique.
Maximilian: Now I am afraid. Afraid that my death will
not have the significance that I have given it in my
impenitent desire to dream. It hurts me not to know the
motive that pushed Lopez. Mejia: That Judas. They
crucify you Maximilian, they crucify you between the two
traitors. Maximilian: It would be too much vanity, Thomas,
tothink that our names will live so long and that they will
echo throughout the world through the centuries. No. Man
dies at times like Christ, but he is made in resemblance
of God. But we must be humble."
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Scene twelve takes us back to the palace at Bouchout

to the aged Carlota. She is still conversing with Erasmo.

He has just related to Carlota how Maximilian died. In a

soft voice she says,

Es extrailo, senior. Siento en mi una paz pro-

funda, la luz que me faltaba. Sin quererlo,
vos, que me odia'is por M6xico, me habeis

traido mi finico consuelo . . . Voy a reunirme

con 61.28

From this speech Erasmo's major part in the play is brought

into full focus. Erasmo represents Mexico. He infiltrates

Carlota's palace to seek the truth and to come face to

face with her just as she and Maximilian infiltrated Mexico

and confronted it. As in the days of the empire, Mexico

conquered Carlota once again. The difference now is that

Mexico brought her peace instead of anguish.

Even though Usigli took many liberties with historical

facts, personalities, and time, Corona de sombra reaches

the Mexican people because it deals with an important part

of Mexican history and speaks of her problems. Usigli

places before their very eyes the psychological and socio-

logical problems that have afflicted them for years. In

pointing out these problems, Usigli has clearly included

many interesting aspects of Mexican social customs.

28 Ibid., p. 107. "It is strange, sir. I feel in me a

profound peace, the light that I lacked. Without knowing

it, you, who hates me for Mexico, have brought me my only

consolation. I am going to be reunited with him."
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In Corona de sombra, Usigli deals primarily with three

social structures of the Mexican society: the lower class,

the upper class, and the church. Usigli points out that

the lower class lives in a world of hope, that it is a

superstitious group of people with deeply founded religious

beliefs. The upper class is not treated as kindly by the

critical Usigli. The upper class is pointed out as being

in constant search for power and more wealth. Usigli

points out that there is an upper class effort to preserve

their status in the Mexican social structure. He seems to

say that the upper class faces reality and accepts a chal-

lenge. Greed and preservation of their lot seem to be the

driving force of the upper class.

The Catholic Church is strongly satirized by Usigli.

In essence, Usigli says that the church is hypocritical.

Usigli insults the Mexican classes by making an analogy

between Maximilian, a foreigner, and Christ. The analogy

is a rather strong point to make in a country were

Catholicism is the religion of the majority.



CHAPTER IV

YOCASTA, o CASI [YOCASTA, OR NEARLY]

Salvador Novo, like Usigli, is another leading

contemporary Mexican playwright. Antonio Castro Leal,

Mexican drama critic, states that

In the Mexican theatre, the role of Novo is of
capital importance. His drama is varied but
predominates in social critique and the themes
and characters can express an intended vision,
malicious, at times satirical of our times.
Nowadays, even at the lower levels of society,
psychoanalysis makes man doubt first, of his
passions and later of himself.1

Yocasta, o casi and Medusa are representative of Novo's

style.

Yocasta, .casi, whose characters will be discussed

in this chapter, is one of Novo's best plays. In it, Novo

satirizes the upper and middle classes by using characters

that are separated from reality. Novo's aim is to point

out the resignation to old age and the refusal of the

Mexican to stop living in a world of make-believe.

Act One opens in the living room of the luxurious

Acapulco apartment of Dora Lamont, a well known Mexican

1 Instituto Cultural Mexican-Israeli, Que pasa con el
teatroen Mexico (Mexico, D. F., 1967), p. 31.

43
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actress. The doorbell rings. Doctor Horacio Lagunes

admits Alberto Marquez, Dora's past lover. Horacio intro-

duces himself as Dora Lamont's bedside psychiatrist.

Alberto had written a letter requesting Dora to let

him come by her apartment to discuss an important matter.

Horacio, who reads all her mail before she gets it, inter-

cepted the letter and invited Alberto to come over. How-

ever, before he will be allowed to see Dora, Horacio wants

to know Alberto's reason. Horacio also wants to know about

the affair that existed between them in their youth.

Horacio is straightforward in his request: "Antes que yo

lo autorice, necesita usted completarme con toda franqueza,

ciertos datos relativos a su . . . affaire, que yo, como

medico, conozco ya en parte." 2 The use of the American

"affaire" is typical of the jet set in Mexico. This type

of Mexican society thinks it quite fashionable to use

foreign words in their daily conversations. It is a mark

of distinction and education. Whereas words from the

French and Italian are occasionally adopted, English words

seem to be more popular.

Alberto deviates slightly in relating the affair.

Horacio stops him immediately, telling him to leave out

2 lbid., p. 4. "Before I admit you, you need to fill
me in with all frankness on certain facts relative to
your . . . affair, that I, as a doctor, understand in
part."

14,
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personal details and stick to the affair entirely. Horacio

is particularly interested in how Alberto and Dora met.

Alberto continues, "Por casualidad, o por predestinacion

si usted quierre." 3

With this statement, Alberto demonstrates a strong

belief of the Mexican middle class, predestination.

Religion becomes part of each Mexican's character beginning

in early childhood. One of the doctrines preached by the

Catholic Church is that God sends men into the world to

serve a purpose. Whatever happens to men is not by chance,

but by the divine plan of God. In effect, men have their

daily lives all planned by God by the time they are born.

After Horacio's interruption, Alberto continues telling

the story of his affair with Dora:

Nuestras relaciones eran estricta y apasiona-

damente sexsuales . . . Daba por supuesto que

seria rica--o que algui6n . . . usted me entiende
. . . le darna con largueza el dinero de que yo
alegremente participaba.4

It is only in recent years that the Mexican people

have started to accept the discussion of intimate subjects

in public. There remains a strong feeling against sexual

3 Salvador Novo, Yocasta, . cai (Mexico, D. F., 1961),

p. 5. "By chance, or by predestination, if you wish."

4 Ibid.,p. 6. "Our relationship was strictly and

passionately sexual, I assumed that she was rich . . . or
that someone . . . you understand, was giving her money

without limit, of which I happily enjoyed."
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topics, though. The Church also keeps a close watch on

sexual themes, especially in the theatre.

Alberto tops his already socially unacceptable rela-

tionship by admitting that he accepted money from Dora. To

the Mexican people, this is one of the lowest acts a man

can commit. It shows a weak character, laziness, and low

morals. Above all, it shows lack of machismo, manliness.

Alberto goes on to say Dora's career had been unknown

to him until he passed by a theatre and saw her picture on

display. He continues to describe what he remembers of the

play, since the title escapes him. From the little that

Alberto says of the play, Horacio identifies it by title.

This points out the difference in social classes between

Alberto and Horacio. Alberto represents the lack of cul-

ture in the recently rising middle class by not being

familiar with the play. Horacio, by being a member of the

medical profession, represents the educated, sophisticated

upper class.

Dora had seen Alberto in the audience as she performed.

That evening she called the affair to an end. Alberto was

left without a means of livelihood.

Ella me habia acostumbrado a lujos, asi sea
relativos, que yo no me podia procurar por mi
mismo. Y s ue ahora extraiiaba, aun mas que
sus besos.

5 Ibid., p. 8. "She had accustomed me to luxuries, so
to speak, that I could not get for myself. And now I
missed more than her kisses."

P
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The end result of the separation was that Alberto turned to

crime and ended up in prison. After he got out, he was a

reformed man. He married and has a daughter.

Alberto now gets to the reason for his visit. His

daughter, Carlota, wants to be an actress. Alberto wants

Dora to talk her out of it. He is afraid that Carlota will

end up like Dora. Alberto confides to Horacio,

No sabria explica'rselo. Pero es como una pre-

monicion, como el deseo en mi de conjurar a

tiempo la posibilidad de que Carlota reproduzca,

sin saberlo ni proponerselo, la vida de Lota.6

Alberto does not want Carlota to be used as he and so

many others used Dora. Furthermore, he understands that

actresses are not looked upon favorably in Mexico. There

is a sense of corruption and impurity deep in the minds of

the Mexican people towards women in the theatre.

Carlota, who is a beautician, is sent up to Dora's

room to comb the famous actress's hair. Carlota, an ad-

mirer of Dora, immediately recognizes her regardless of the

assumed name in the hotel's list of guests. Carlota does

not let Dora know she has recognized her. Dora goes home

and tells her parents of her discovery. This is how

Alberto found out where Dora is.

6 lbid., p. 12. "I wouldn't know how to explain it to

you. But it is like a premonition, like a desire in me to

stop in time the possibility that Carlota will reproduce,

without knowing it, nor wanting to, the life of Lota."
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Horacio refuses to let Alberto see Dora for fear of

her reaction to such an encounter with her past. Dora

walks in unexpectedly. Horacio orders her back to her room

with authority:

Horacio: Seiiora' iVuelva usted a su cuarto'
Dora: ;No me da la gana' IY no emplee usted
conmigo ese tono! Quien es este hombre?
iQue hace aqui 7

With this clash, Novo represents the position of the

upper class. This class makes sure that no one in their

employment, regardless of occupation, gets too personal

with them. They demand respect of everyone with whom they

come into contact.

The dreaded encounter takes place. Dora, who came to

this provincial town looking for him, does not recognize

the aged Alberto. She still remembers him as a handsome

youth. However, before any contact could be made, Alberto

has come with his request. Dora responds well to this

sudden confrontation with the past.

During this conversation Dora casually tells Horacio

that Alberto used to beat her during their hurried rendez-

voux. Sadism is a repulsive thought to the Mexican people.

Novo uses this morbid sexual deviation very cleverly.

Alberto, representing the middle class, abuses Dora,

71bid., p. 14. "Madam' Return to your room! Dora:
I don't want to: And don't use that tone of voice with me.
Who is this man? What is he doing here?"
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representing the upper class. The implication seems to be

that the middle class wants to overcome the upper class.

The upper class goes along with the middle class's fantasy

as long as they are getting something out of it. Both are

playing a role.

The conversation ends with Dora agreeing to help

Alberto dissuade Carlota from a career in the theatre and

inviting him to come visit whenever he wants to.

Horacio calls the beauty salon and tells them to send

Carlota upstairs to Dora's room. Dora does not know that

Carlota is coming. Horacio wants to talk to Dora to find

out something about her character. He approaches Dora as

a psychiatrist. Carlota resents this and becomes angry.

Dora walks in on the conversation. Carlota asks her what

she wishes done to her hair. The fact that Novo has Dora

walk into conversations involving people related to her

past seems to be a way of getting Dora to face up to reality.

Dora asks Carlota to sit down, as she believes her

hair does not need combing. Dora is surprised. The two

converse. Dora tactfully gets Carlota to tell her some-

thing about Alberto. She confirms that Alberto is a busi-

nessman, well-off, married, and her father. Carlota

explains: "El es comerciante. Yo realmente no trabajo

por necesidad. Sino que es gusta. Y el me deja." 8

8Ibid., p. 49. "He is a merchant. I really don't

work out of need. But I like to. And he lets me."
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The fact that Alberto is a successful businessman

places him in the upper middle class. The women of such

families, as well as those in the upper class, are frowned

upon if they work. This is considered beneath them and

thereby opens the family to ridicule. The fact that

Alberto does not object expresses the more open-minded way

of the modern middle class.

Carlota finally confesses that she wants to be an

actress. She says,

Por qu&, no s6, ni para qu6 . Pero siento que

es esa mi mis intima vocaci6n. En cuanto estoy

frente a una persona cualquiera--mi padre, mi

madre, mi novio, una cliente, usted misma, a

quien tanto admiro--percibo como un aroma invo-

luntaria, o como una disonancia, la falsedad de

la mascara que emito palabras calculadas hacia

un efecto: mi madre, que granjea mi condolencia
mi novio, que procura mi admiraci6n, usted . . .

The Mexican's adherence to playing a role is once again

brought out by this speech. It is used as an escape from

an undesirable situation.

Dora says nothing to discourage Carlota. As a matter

of fact, she encourages her. Dora probes into Carlota's

private life and finds out that Carlota has a boyfriend by

9 Ibid., p. 53. "Why, I don't know, nor for what.

But I feel that that is my most intimate vocation. As

soon as I am in front of anybody--my father, my mother,

my boyfriend, a customer, you, for example, whom I admire

so much--I feel an involuntary desire, a dissonance, the

falsehood of a mask that says calculated words to give an

effect: my father, who wants my respect; my mother, who

gains my condolence; my boyfriend, who wants my admiration,
you . . ."
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the name of Mario. Carlota does not know that Dora knows

Mario,

Mario is a handsome young mechanic. Dora lures him

with the pretext of buying a Mercedes from him. Dora's

real intent is to seduce Mario and make him her lover.

Mexican society considers such women unacceptable. When

the woman is much older than the man, the Mexican people

think of her as the young man's corruptor. All decent

people cut off their relations with her. The woman becomes

the outcast, not the man.

Carlota tells Mario of her desire to be an actress.

This causes Mario to stop his relationship with her im-

mediately. Under the pretext of selling Dora a car, Mario

has started to come to Dora's apartment. Horacio thinks

Mario is prostituting himself to Dora and some friction

arises between Horacio and Mario. In an effort to have a

pleasant relationship with Horacio, Mario confides in him

his life story. Mario is one of three children whose

father abandoned since early childhood. It is suspected

that his father, a military man, abandoned the family for

a rich woman who would pick him up at a corner near his

house in the evenings and return him at dawn.

Alberto returns to see Dora for the second time. He

drinks and admits his love for her. Dora laughs in his

face, reminding him of his old age. She has managed to
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keep a youthful appearance in spite of her years. In his

confession to Dora, Alberto says, "Soy como dos personas,

siempre he sido asi--una buena y una mala--una falsa y la

otra real." 1 0

Alberto expresses the fantasy world of make-believe

in which the middle class lives. This is sheer fantasy.

They awaken to be faced by the very real existence of their

lives. This is also true of the lower class, but their

reality is more unpleasant. The dream passes to give way

to the harsh reality of their poor existence. Dora is

representative of this reality when she shouts at Alberto,

1Tf si que eres un viejo grotesco, sintiendote

joven de nuevo, celandome, proponiendome matri-

monio'- Pero no te has visto al espejo? Si

cuando eras un animal hermoso te mand6 al diablo,

icrees que ahora aceptaria recoger los desechos
de tu ruina?1l

The truth is more than Alberto can take. He forces

himself on Dora. This brings out the middle class trying

to overcome the upper class. The only way that the middle

class can do it at the present is by brute force. The

upper class is much too clever to be outwitted.

1 0Ibid., p. 99. "I am like two people; I've always

been that way--a good one and a bad one--a false one and

a real one."

11 Ibid., p. 108. "You are the one that is a

grotesque old man, feeling young again, being jealous of

me, proposing to me' Haven't you looked at yourself in

the mirror? When you were a beautiful animal I sent you
to hell, do you think that I am going to pick up the
pieces of your ruin?"

LAO, - 1 11 fl -11 . ftl I'll,
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Carlota and Horacio walk into the apartment and

witness the assault in progress. Their presence brings

Alberto to his senses. He releases Dora. Carlota tries

to leave, but Horacio blocks her path. Horacio tells her

to say what is in her mind so that she can be at peace

with herself. Horacio is representative of reality. As

a psychiatrist, he tells all the characters to face the

situation and say whatever they feel. In other words,

what Horacio is trying to do is to make society face

itself as it is and stop living in dreams and hopes that

will never come to pass.

Carlota says what is in her mind and voices the ideas

of the Mexican people towards all women in the theatre:

iPero usted, usted, bruja, vampiresa, harpia!
;No le ha bastado comprarse un gigolo perviri-

tiendo a Mario: Tenia tambien que desquiciar el
hogar decente de mi madre con seducir de nuevo a
un hombre cuya vida estuvo a punto de arruinar,1 2

Act Three, in a manner reminiscent of Sarte's No Exit,

becomes the exposition scene where the truth places every-

one's life in the proper perspective. Horacio explains

that Dora believes him to be her son. Due to therapeutic

reasons, he has played along with the mistaken identity.

The truth of the matter is that her son died a few days

1 2 Ibid., p. 111. "But you, you, witch, vampire, shrew:
It hasn't been enough to buy yourself a gigolo, perverting
Mario: You also had to upset the decent home of my mother,
seducing again a man whose life you almost destroyed."

lil -qjjw-
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after he was born. Dora has sent the baby to the country

with her maid. Dora paid the maid and her husband a large

sum of money each month for the child's support. When the

baby's father, a doctor, found out about Dora's arrange-

ment, he, too, sent a monthly allowance. Therefore, the

couple could not miss out on the great opportunity to be

well off. They substituted another baby. Horacio was that

other baby.

At the time, Dora refused to face her reality, mother-

hood. She placed her career above everything else. Mother-

hood is the ultimate desire of every Mexican woman. Novo

refused Dora the acceptance of motherhood to satirize the

upper class. In that manner, he sets it apart from the

rest of the Mexican social classes.

In regard to the Mexican always playing a role, Novo

says through Horacio,

La gente del teatro es la finica que realiza esos
esponsales felices entre la leyenda y la vida.
La delicadeza del problema a que me enfrento
profesionalmente esta neur6tica singular,
estribaba justamente en su condicion de
comediante.13

In essence, Novo is saying that the only escape from

reality is the theatre. Theatre people are the only ones

1 3 Ibid., p. 118. "The theatre people are the only
ones that ever realize the happy engagement between legend
and life. The difficulty of the problem I face profes-
sionally is singularly neurotic. It rests primarily on
her career as an actress."

-Iwaab- - 1"" ww"wWww"Nio-
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who can live a fantasy without harming the reality of

life,

Horacio is trying to cure Dora's condition of not

wanting to accept reality. Mario presents a problem to

his plan. This is why he appears cold toward Mario.

Horacio's plan is to play along with Dora's fantasy. His

very existence is another problem. A woman of Dora's

public image could not have a grown son. This is easily

solved by simply being himself, a psychiatrist. In making

up his excuses, Horacio once again speaks for the Mexican

people in regard to those in the theatre:

Puse a prueba mi autoridad con anticiparme a
advertirle que a ml no me convenia socialmente
declarar a una madre cbmica. Con esto, satis-
facia su vanidad, le daba aparentemente el
triunfo y el predominio, y la envolvia para
nuestras relaciones futuras en una atmosfera
de ficci6n, de complicidad y de engaflo. Que le
seria tan propia y tan grata.14

Mario is surprised by what Horacio tells him. He, too,

feels obliged to tell Horacio his true feelings toward

Dora:

;Y tan atractiva' Se rile tan bonito, usa perfumes
tan arrobadores . . . no s6 . . . Pero parecila que
creyera que toda mi intenci6n fuera la de

1 4 Ibid., p. 121. "1 put my authority to the test by
telling her that it was not conveient for me socially to
say that my mother is an actress. With this I satisfied
her vanity, gave her an apparent victory and predominion,
and involved her for our future relationship in an
atmosphere of fiction, complicity and fraud, which would
be so very much like her and so gratifying."

14"
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explotarla, una especie de gigolo. Y no,
palabra. Me atrala, de veras, de una forma un
poco morbosa, como si me asomara a misterios, a
placeres prohibidos.1 5

The relationship between Mario and Dora is, there-

fore, Novo's way of saying that the way of lite of the

upper class attracts those in the lower classes. Novo

seems to be saying that if the lower classes could live

the way the upper class live without having their wealth,

they would be content. It is the upper class's way of

existence the lower classes desire.

Horacio, being representative of the reality that the

Mexican people refuse to face, shatters Mario's obsession.

He tells Mario that the woman his father left them for is

Dora. Dora could not find Mario' s father again but Mario

did cross her path. Through Mario, she was reaching out

for the past. Through his youth, she was trying to cling

to hers. By seducing Mario, she would be equal to Carlota's

youthful strength and her triumph would be even greater.

Horacio thought that by facing her with the ruins of her

past she would face the reality of her situation. However,

he only gave her more strength.

15Ibid., p. 123. "And so attractive' She smiles so
pretty, uses perfumes that are so entrancing . . . I don't
know . . . But it seemed that you thought that my only
intention was to exploit her, that I was a kind of gigolo.
But no, honest. She attracted me, really, in a morbid
kind of way, as if I were looking at mysteries, at for-
bidden pleasures."

MOMM-1 -0 MIAWANMEWWWA , RaWalw- - - 11 v --..
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Alberto comes back to apologize for his behavior.

loracio tells him, "Hable con libertad, digalo todo,

desh6guese. Recuerde: un medico es como un confesor. Y

no es el confesor quien absuelve; sino la confesi6n."16

This is Novo's way of poking fun at the Catholic Church,

Catholics must confess to a priest before receiving holy

communion. The priest, being a human being, does not have

the power to decide for God what is right and what is

wrong. Man can redeem himself with God only when he is

truly repentant of his sins. It is the fact that a person

realizes that he has been wrong and feels sorry for what

he has done that will absolve him with God.

Alberto follows Horacio's advice and tells them that

he now realizes how wrong he has been in wanting to live

again the empty episode of his youth. He realizes that the

life he has led with his wife and his daughter is far more

rewarding than what he had with the passionate Lota, Dora's

pet name. He advises Mario,

Escoge libremente: entre una Lota esteril, in-

mortal y brillante como una llama que te brinda
su quemadura, y la muchacha vulgar que ayer

aprendib dolorosamente cuanto mas limpia y noble

16.
Ibid., p. 131. "Speak freely, say it all, unburden

yourself. Remember: a doctor is like a confessor. And
it is not the confessor that absolves, but the confession."
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es la vida pequena y estupida que puede ofrecer-

te, que sus quimeras de laurels y aplausos.1 7

Through this speech Novo speaks for the Mexican

classes. It is the belief of the Mexican people that the

woman is to be at home. Anything that takes her away from

the home is only an obstacle in performing her daily tasks.

A simple life is believed to be far more rewarding than a

life of pleasure.

Dora walks in on the conversation between Horacio,

Mario and Alberto. Carlota joins them shortly. Once all

give are reunited, Dora informs them that she has not been

fooled. She tells Horacio that she knows that he is not

her son but that she played along with his story to amuse

herself. She advises Carlota that life is more than a

dream because the dream fades and life is still there. She

tells Mario to marry Carlota because they are right for

each other and that, as a wedding present, she will give

them the Mercedes that Mario has shown her. She tells

Alberto that he was a necessary part of the doctor's plan

for her cure. In other words, Dora was only too aware of

what was going on. If anything, Dora brought the others

to reality. Dora sent Alberto, Carlota, Mario, and Horacio

17 Ibid., p. 134. "Choose freely between the sterile
Lota, immortal and brilliant like a flame that offers you
its warmth, and the vulgar young girl that just yesterday
realized that however more clean and noble the small and
stupid life she offers you without laurels and applauses,
the better.
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to seek out their places in life. She returns to the only

world she had ever known, the theatre.

Alberto ridicules himself trying to find again the

passion of his youth. Mario should not try to find in

Dora's fame an outlet for his virile youth. Only the actor,

affirms Novo through Dora, has the right and capacity to

live in a world of make believe. There, separated from the

real world and condemned because of it to a brilliant im-

mortality, at times empty, the artist can better comprehend

the inhabitants of the tangible world. As Dora Lamont says

to close the play,

Hablen de la heroina . . . disc'tanla, analicien-

la, entiendanla, si pueden. Y olvidena. Ella
pertenece a otro mundo. Y en 61 ha de seguir
consumi6ndose, angustiada y dichosa, hasta el
ultimo aliento de su pasi6n.1 8

In Yocasta, o casi, Novo satirizes the upper and

middle classes. Through the characterization of"Horacio,

Novo seems to say that the upper class is calculating and

vain. Horacio plans his every move to suit his purpose.

No consideration is given to whose feelings he might hurt

in obtaining that purpose. Through Dora's characteriza-

tion, Novo satirizes even to a higher degree the upper

class way of life. Dora remains aloof from everyone. She

1 8 Merlin H Forster, "Resefias," Revista Iberoamericana,
XXVIII (julio-diciembre, 1962), 387. ' Talk of the heroine
. . . discuss her, analyze her, understand her, if you
can. And then forget her. She belongs to another world.
And in it she will continue to consume herself, anguished
but happy until the last breath of her passion."
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is wealthy and surrounds herself with the best of every-

thing. She looks down on those that are apparently below

her social status and demands their respect, This is

typical of the Mexican upper class. Dora shows her vanity

even further with her constant preoccupation with youth.

The upper class is the only Mexican class that can be

bothered with something like this. The middle and lower

classes are far too occupied with meeting their more basic

needs to bother with preserving their youth.

Alberto and Carlota are prime examples of the middle

class in that they have a certain financial security but

live in a world of make-believe. Both characters refuse

to face up to the reality of their existence. In essence,

hope is ever present in their lives. Hope is a character-

istic of the middle and lower Mexican classes.

Mario is representative of the middle class in that

he humbles himself in front of those he thinks are above

him, He is representative of the Mexican idea of manli-

ness in that he confronts a situation and makes the best

he can out of it.

Novo seems to say that man can find happiness when he

faces the reality of his existence. It is only in the con-

frontation with reality, however unpleasant it might be,

that he will find peace within himself. Yocasta, o casi
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is an interpretation of life, a drama of ideas.19 Novo

uses a combination of theatrical and psychiatric elements

to bring out the theme of confronting fantasy with reality.

The plot is forced and the characters extreme, but once

combined they are a philosophical expression of life.

In essence, Novo is saying that a person should be content

with the reality of his situation instead of letting life

pass as in a dream.

19 Ibid.



CHAPTER V

CUAUHTEMOC

As in Yocasta, o casi, Novo is concerned with the

basic social structures of Mexican society in this play.

In Cuauh temoc, a one-act play written in 1962, Salvador

Novo "thoughtfully reassesses the past."1  In so doing,

he represents three Mexican social classes: (1) the

wealthy upper class, (2) the poor lower class, and (3) the

Catholic Church.

In this play, the wealthy upper class is represented

by Montezuma and Cuauhtemoc. Montezuma is the emperor of

the Aztecs and, therefore, lord of all the land. As such,

he is paid homage by all the tribes in his kingdom. The

homage paid is in the form of beautiful plumes, gold, and

precious jewels. His wealth is immense. In comparison to

Montezuma's wealth, the financial condition of his people

is terrible. This represents most accurately the condition

of social classes in Mexico. The rich are very rich, and

the poor are very poor. Montezuma uses his immense wealth

to keep the Spaniards happy in the hope that they will

'Salvador Novo, Cuauhtemoc (Mexico, D. F., 1962),
p. 810.
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leave his people alone:

El oro los deleita y deslumbra. Se lanzan a

cogerlo y a acariciarlo como aves de presa. He
tratado de saciarlos con oro; de que se eleven

todo el oro en sus casas flotantes y en sus
ciervos--y nos dejen en paz. 2

Cuauhtemoc, being Montezuma's nephew, shares his uncle's

wealth but does not share Montezuma's opinion concerning

the Spaniards. Montezuma is sure that the Spaniards are

gods and can not be destroyed.

Montezuma: Son dioses, Cuauhtemoc. ;Es
Quetzalcoatl que regresa airado, vengativo'
Cuauhtemoc argues: Los verdaderos dioses

desdeiian el oro. Se alimentan con la sangre
de nuestra lengua y de nuestras orejas--
nuestro silencio y nuestro odio. Captura a

estos falsos dioses. Sacrificalos en el

temple. 3

Cuauhtemoc convinces Montezuma to let him go in search

of help from the other tribes in order to revolt against

the Spaniards. In so doing, Cuauhtemoc represents the

desire of the Mexican upper class to maintain their posi-

tion. Cuauhtemoc's plea to those in power is, "Lo primero

es la voluntad de resistir. Si he ganado la tuya; si puedo

contar en ella, hallaremos todos juntos el modo de

2 Ibid., p. 16. "Gold delights them and dazzles them.

They throw themselves at it and caress it like birds of

prey. I have tried to satiate them with gold that they

ought take all the gold they want to in their floating

houses and on their horses and leave us in peace."

3 Ibid. "Montezuma: They're gods: Cuauhtemoc. It

is Quetzalcoatl that returns aired and vengeful: Cuauhtemoc

argues: The true gods hate gold. They feed themselves
with the blood from our tongue and our ears--our silence
and our hearing. Capture these false gods. Sacrifice
them in the temple."
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ejercerla."4 The other tribes see no benefit in giving their

aid and refuse to join Cuauhtemoc. The kings of the other

tribes speak for the Mexican lower class in their conver-

sation with Cuauhtemoc regarding unification for revolt.

Ixtolinque, lord of Coyoacan, says

Me asombras, Cuauhtemoc. No puedo creer que
Montezuma haya cambiado tan repentinamente; que
quiera ahora por amigos a quienes tuvo siempre
por esclavos. Algun milagro, operado acaso
por los dioses blancos?
Cuauhtemoc answers: 0 acaso una prueba--a que
los nuestros somentan su orgullo.
Ixtolincque bargains: Se doblegaria ante sus
antiguos siervos--si no le aterraran sus nuevos
amos. 5

Cuauhtemoc goes next to the king of Tlaxcalteca for

help.

R : De suerte que lo que nos propones es que
seamos ahora aliados de Montezuma?
Cuauhtemoc: No de 61. Su persona es mortal. De
todos nosotros--los nacidos aqul--lo mismo en
Tlaxcala que en Huexotla, o en Cholula, o en
Oaxaca: los que somos iguales.
Rey: Iguales? No es ese el sentir de Montezuma.
Los tlaxcaltexas, privados de sal, hemos sobre-
vivido en independencia, no porque nos menosprecia.
Quiere un rebaiio a mano de esclavos que le
divierta capturar en la guerra florida--y

4Ibid.,p. 28. "The first is the desire to resist.
If I have won yours; if I can count with it, all of us
together shall find a way to make it work."

5Ibid. "You astonish me, Cuauhtemoc. I can not
believe that Montezuma has changed so quickly; that he
wants now for friends those who he had always for slaves.
A miracle, brought about perhaps by the white gods?
Cuauhtemoc answers: Or perhaps a proof--that ours submit
their pride. Ixtolinque bargains: Would he bow before
his old slaves--if he were not terrified by his new bosses?"
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llevarselos a sacrificar, en triunfo, en el tem-

plo. Hemos presenciado la ceremonia, Cuauhtemoc,
muchas veces. Llegabamos de noche, a invitaci6n
espeical de tu rey--y velamos morir a los nuestros,
y regresabamos atemorizados de ustedes, a seguir
engendrando victimas.6

In the speech of Ixtolinque and Cuauhtemoc, we can see

very clearly the position of the lower classes at the hands

of the upper class. The lower classes are no more than

servants to the wealthy and are always looked upon as such.

The upper class today shows an air of respect toward those

below their social class, but it is artificial. At the

first sign of equalization, the upper class will very

quickly remind them of the differences. The lower classes

show respect and at times humble themselves in the presence

of members of the upper class. This is done because of

tradition. Their parents before them acted that way and

their parents' parents, all the way back through Mexican

history, acted the same way. Thus, it did not matter to

the Indians outside of Montezuma's immediate city,

Tenochtitlan, whether the rulers were Indians or teules,

the Spaniards.

6 lbid., p. 46. "King: The same? That is not the

feeling of Montezuma. The tlaxcaltecas, deprived of salt,
have lived in independence, not because Montezuma respects

us: but because he underestimates us. He wants to be
entertained by capturing a flock of slaves in the battle
of flowers--and then taking them to be sacrificed, in

victory in the temple. We have witnessed the ceremony,
Cuauhtemoc, many times. We arrive hidden during the night,

by special invitation of your king--and we would see our
people die, and we would return terrified of you, to con-
tinue to engender more victims."

1 , , UIM6., AZWa.1, - , 1 , , -
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The capture of young men to be sacrificed to the gods

is representative of the terrible injustice that the Indians

suffered under the hands of those in power. Even as

recently as the early 1900's, the Indians were being per-

secuted and mistreated. To date, those who have remained

purely Indian are looked down upon and are considered even

less than the poorest Mexican. Just as in the United

States, the pure Indian has been considered a lower class

member of society. They are concerned with the task of

making a living. The Indians do not really care who rules

them because their lot will remain the same. All they can

really call theirs is hope. The king of tlaxcalteca ex-

presses this when Cuauhtemoc goes to ask for his support in

revolting against the Spaniards:

Nos dan esperanzas--de una vida eterna, en el

cielo, con angeles y mfsica, si somos buenos, si

les ayudamos a matar mexicas--si abjuramos de
nuestros dioses y recibimos el bautismo. Yo lo

he recibido ya--y toda mi familia. De otro modo,

al morir iriamos al Infierno. Un infierno hor-

rible, lleno de llamas, de aceite hirviendo . . .
y para siempre . . . para toda la eternidad . . .

However, this speech also expresses the hypocrisy of

religion. Christianity preaches against taking another's

7 Salvador Novo, Ticitezcatl o el espe-io encantado
(Mexico, D. F., 1966), p. 99. "They give us hope--of a

new life, in heaven, with angels and music, if we are

good, if we help them kill Mexicans--if we give up our

gods and receive baptism. I have received it already and

all my family. Otherwise, when we die we will go to Hell.
A horrible hell, full of flames, of boiling oil . . . and

forever . . . for all eternity . .
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life. The Spaniards offered them heaven but one of the

things they asked of the Indians was to help them murder

and conquer.

While Cuauhtemoc is away, Montezuma is captured and

slain as the secret of his room of gold has been found by

two Spanish soldiers.

Soldado uno: El muro, Capithn. Hay una puerta
recien tapiada. Quitamos una piedra para mirar.

Soldado dos: j0ro' iMontafias de oro'
Cortes: jOro! joro' Hasta el techo. Este es
sin duda el tesoro de Montezuma! Era el tesoro
de Montezuma'8

Cuitlahuac, Cuauhtemoc's uncle, becomes emperor. The

Spaniards have made a plan to be rightful owners of Monte-

zuma's gold. They plan to make the emperor accept Christian-

ity. As such, he becomes subject to the king of Spain. The

king of Spain is God's representative on earth. The

Spaniards are the king's representatives. Therefore, the

gold will be administered by them. With this plan, we have

the misuse of Christianity for economic and political ends:

Cortes: Habeis insistido con Montezuma en con-
vertirlo a nuestra santa f6?
Frjl Bartolome: Cuantas veces puedo. Pero
empiezo a creer que es infitil.
Cortes: Es lamentable. Insistid afn. Su
cuerpo no importa. Todos hemos de morir. Pero

8 Novo, Cuauhtemoc, p. 39. "First soldier: The wall,
Capitain. There is a recently plastered door. We removed
a rock to see. Second soldier: Gold: Mountains of gold:
Cortes: Gold: Gold: Up to the ceiling. This is without
doubt Montezuma's treasure. It was Montezuma's treasure."
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seria tan edificante que salvara su alma
Si aun hay tiempo . . .9

Thus, Montezuma was sentenced to death. The cruelty

that has been committed in the name of religion is brought

out. Religion preaches mercy, brotherhood, and peace.

However, history records endless brutal deeds done in the

name of religion to bring people to God and away from their

idoltry and primitive ways. Cortez and his soldiers were

such messengers of Christianity. In Cholula, the Spaniards

murdered many Indians because they practiced human sacrifice

in their religious worship. The raid was considered a

lesson to keep the Indians away from their pagan ways. In

murdering the Indians, the Spaniards became equally guilty

of human sacrifice, but for the sake of Christianity.

Educated men are very good at fooling themselves: "Aquello

fue otra cosa. Era preciso hacer un escarmiento, derribar

los demonios, y plantar nuestra Santa Cruz."1 0

In the meantime, Cuitlahuac manages to arouse the

anger of the people and bring their wrath against the

9 Ibid., p. 43. "Cortez: Have you insisted that
Montezuma convert to our holy faith? Priest Bartolome:
As many times as I can. But I begin to believe that it is
in vain. Cortez: It is lamentable. Insist some more.
His body doesn't matter. We all shall die. But it would
be so constructive if you could save his soul . . . if
there is still time .

1 0Ibid., p. 37. "That was something else. It was
necessary to teach them a lesson, to overthrow the devils,
and place our Holy Cross."
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Spaniards who had climaxed their perfidy by murdering the

Aztec priests, Indians, guests, and women during the cere-

mony to Tezcatlipoca in the major temple. This act proves

to be a big mistake on the part of the Spaniards, as they

touched on everything that Novo maintains to be most sacred

to the Mexican people. One can only assume that the

Spaniards were not familiar with the way of thinking of

the Mexican. To the Mexican people, an act against reli-

gion, women, and places of worship is intolerable. In

expressing the Aztec's revolt, Novo is also expressing the

way of thinking of all Mexican social classes when it comes

to religion and women. Both are sacred; both warrant the

highest respect.

The Indians, furious, arm themselves as best they can

in order to overthrow the intruders. They fight at night,

destroying their horses, and obligating a retreat to

Tlacopan. Many of the Spaniards die rich, sinking in the

mud instead of lightening themselves by throwing out the

heavy gold in their pockets. They pay a heavy price for

their greed.

During the terrible struggle between the Spaniards

and Cuetlahuac's men, the Spaniards take control of the

city. Through the right of conquest, everything belongs

to them. Fray Bartolome and Cortes converse,
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Fray Bartolome: iDios sea loado' Es m6rtes
hoy, Capitan. 13 de agosto, dia de Santo
Hip6lito. Dia memorable.
Cortes: Le consagraremos un templo a San

Hi p61it o.1

Simply by saying "we will dedicate a temple to Saint

Hip6lito," seems to make it right. The fact that pagan

Indians with pagan ways might have performed pagan rituals

in the temple does not enter their minds. The Catholic

Church preaches that the place of worship should be clean

of all sin. The fact that it is clean of all sin makes it

holy and worthy as a place to worship God. A Catholic cere-

money performed in a pagan temple does not make it holy

over night. By offering a temple to Fray Bartolome, Cortes

in essence was donating a church. The priest accepts it as a

good deed. This shows greed and the lack of strict organi-

zation of the Holy Catholic Church.

Cuetlahuac does not live to see the end of the revolt.

The extent of Cuetlahuac's reign over the Aztecs is only

eighty days. He dies of a disease unknown to the Indians

for it is brought by the Spaniards, smallpox. Cuauhtemoc

is named emperor. He continues the fight against the

Spaniards and manages to get possession of some of their

bodies. He has the bodies cut apart and sent to all parts

llIbid.,p. 56. "Fray Bartolome: God be praised:

It is Wednesday today, Captain. Thirteenth of August,
day of Saint Hipolito. A memorable day. Cortez: We
will consecrate a temple to Saint Hipolito."
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of his kingdom to disprove the theory that the Spaniards

were gods.

After eighty-seven days of being cut off from the rest

of the kingdom, Cuauhtemoc has to give up his fight and

confront Cortez. Cuauhtemoc is promised peace and prosper-

ity for his people. The Spaniards offer to rebuild his

city, now in ruins. It is a trap, the ingenuity of the

learned against the ignorance of the pagan. Cortez tries

one more time to convert Cuauhtemoc to Christianity. He,

like Montezuma and Cuitlahuac, refuses. This time, Cortez

sends Malinche, a translator. She is to help finish

setting the trap. Cortez orders her to say,

Le diras a Guatemocin que no tenga temor ninguno.
Que he deseado siempre ser su amigo. Que le
perdont la guerra que me di6--y que una vez que
jure lealtad a nuestro Rey--y tome el bautismo,
yo ver6 que el gobierne a su pueblo, como antes. 1 2

Cortez hopes that one of Cuauhtemoc's own people will

have better luck persuading him to become a Christian.

Cortez's promise to return the city to him is ironic since

there is no city left to govern. It has been destroyed.

Malinche does as she is told by Cortez:

Malinche: iNo quieres sentarte, seiior? El

Capitan me ha encargado que hable contigo. No

2 Ibid., p. 58. "You will tell Cuauhtemoc not to be
afraid, that I have always wished to be his friend, that
I forgive him the battle he made against me, and that
once he swears loyalty to our king and is baptized, I will
see that he governs his city as before."
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va a hacerte dai'o. Su Dios es bueno, isabes?
Yo ya me he bautizado--y voy a misa, y comulgo,
todos los dias . . . Por que me vuelves la
espalda, senior?
Cuauhtemoc: No entiendo tu lengua, Malinche.
Malinche: iHablo mal la lengua de Anahuac?
Cuauhtemoc: Hablas un lenguaje--que yo no
sabrEnunca. 1 3

Cuauhtemoc is made a prisoner and taken to a place far

away in his kingdom. During the fight against the Spaniards,

Cuauhtemoc had removed the gold from where the Spaniards

knew it to be and hidden it elsewhere. He dies with his

secret. Cuauhtemoc and Ixtolinque die at the stake in

Coyacan. They are the victims of greed, representing the

upper class and the religious hypocrisy found in all classes.

The narrator, an Indian youth, speaks very plainly for

the lower class, especially the Indian sects, when he says

in the prologue,

Creo que importa mais que sepan por qu& les
habla desde aqui un muchacho como 61 que ven:
mexicano--aunque no como ustedes, que tambien
son mexicanos; sino mas, porque soy indio,
moreno, de pelo lacio, de dientes fuertes y
blancos, lampiflo . . . No aguanto los zapatos.
Camino mejor sin ellos, o con mis huaraches.
Y no tengo frio. Me cubro con manta, ms por
pudor que por necesidad de abrigo. Y mi

1 3Ibid., p. 107. "Don't you want to sit down, sir?
The Captain has asked me to talk to you. He is not going
to hurt you. His God is good, you know? I have already
been baptized . . . and I go to mass, and take communion
everyday . . . Why do you turn your back to me, sir?
Cuauhtemoc: I don't understand your language, Malinche.
Malinche: Do I speak badly the language of Anahuac?
Cuauhtemoc: You speak a language that I will never under-
stand. "
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sombrero de palmas me defiende suficientement del
sol, y refresca mi cabeza.

Bien, eso es todo. Fuera de que no soy muy
comunicativo. No me gusta hablar mucho. No
necesita uno hablar para entenderse con los demas.
Basta muchas veces una mirada, una sonrisa, para
saber si estamos frente a un enemigo o frente a
un amigo. 1 4

Thus we have the basic philosophy of the Indian lower

class. They feel uncomfortable in the garb of the upper

classes because they are unaccustomed to it. They are used

to facing nature with very little cover, as their fore-

fathers have done before them. They consider themselves a

different kind of Mexican. They speak directly and to the

point because they are not used to the fancy usages of the

upper classes. They are indeed a different breed of people.

In Cuauhtemoc, Novo brings to light three basic

structures of Mexican society: (1) the wealthy upper

class, (2) the poor lower class, and (3) the religious

class. Novo points out quite a difference between the

upper and the lower classes. The religious class, the

church, is caught in-between the two. Novo seems to make

1 4 lnstituto Cultural Mexicano-Israeli, p. 29. "1
believe that it is more important that you know why a youth
speaks to you from here: a Mexican--even though not like
you, who are also Mexican; but more so, because I am Indian,
dark, of straight hair, of strong teeth, and beardless . ..
I can not stand to wear shoes. I walk better without them,
or with my sandals. I am not cold. I cover myself with a
blanket due to shyness more than necessity of cover. And
my hat of palm leaves protects me enough from the sun, and
refreshes my head. Well, that is all. Outside that I am
not very communicative. I do not like to talk too much.
One does not have to talk to communicate with others. It
is enough at times with a look, a smile, to know if we are
among friends or enemies."
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the following differences between the upper and lower

classes. The upper class is extremely rich whereas the

lower class is extremely poor. The upper class is highly

educated, the lower class is uneducated. The Mexican

Indian, lowest in the Mexican social structure, is il-

literate. Money means power in Mexico. Therefore, the

upper class has power over the other classes. The lower

class suffers humiliation, injustice, and exploitation in

the Mexican social structure.

The Catholic Church is caught between the upper and

the lower classes. The upper class offers financial

security to the church. However, the lower class is far

larger and offers a bigger congregation. Novo suggests

that the Catholic Church allows itself to be used by the

upper class for political and economic reasons.

Through Cuauhtemoc, Salvador Novo draws a parallel

between the upper class and the lower class. Likewise,

Novo uses Cuauhtemoc to criticize the Catholic Church.



CHAPTER VI

EL RELOJERO DE CORDOBA [THE WATCHMAKER OF CORDOBA]

Like Usigli and Novo, Emilio Carballido is concerned

with social criticism. However, Carballido takes a dif-

ferent approach.

There are two tendencies in the works of Emilio

Carballido. One is realist; the other is fantasy or poetic

imagination. 1 The first is based on scenic neorealism, in

the style of the modern North American theatre, which

presents the drama of everyday life, of local atmosphere,

and the psychology of the Mexican. Under this classifi-

cation are works that cover social customs of a determined

period. El relojero de C6rdoba falls in this category.

The genesis of The Watchmaker of C6rdoba, a
play in two acts, was inspired, according to
Carballido, from a Chinese fairytale. The
author's recreation is set in colonial Mexico. 2

In The Watchmaker of C6rdoba, Carballido is concerned

with man's tendency to lose sight of immediate values in

1Emilio Carballido, Medusa (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.,
1972), p. 4.

2 Margaret Sayers Peden, The Golden Thread and Other
Plays (Austin, 1970), p. xv.
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pursuit of a more remote ideal.3 Act One, scene one, opens

in the bedroom of Diego Dominguez, a wealthy member of the

upper class, brother to Casilda and brother-in-law to Martin

Gama, the watchmaker. Casilda is Martin's wife. Isidora

is Diego's wife. Diego is basically a lazy man. It is

because of his unwillingness to do what is rightfully his

business that the plot of Thel Watchmaker of Cordoba is set

in motion.

The Mexican upper class abuses its position knowing

that its wealth will make up for any wrong it might do.

Therefore, Diego feels free to say whatever comes to mind:

La dote del convento la habria pagado una sola
vez. En cambio: !cua'nto nos va costando ya el
dichoso negocio? Para marido, es mucho mes
barato Dios que un relojero. 4

Blasphemy, a bad brother, and greed are all repre-

sented in the character of Diego. Diego treats religion

as if it were a business deal, calling the name of God in

vain. This is even more insulting coming from a respected

and educated man of his position. In taking God's name in

vain, Diego is referring to his desire to place Casilda

in a convent at one time. Diego had felt that Casilda

3 Dauster, p. 9.

4 Emilio Carballido, Letras Mexicanas (Mexico, D. F.,
1960), p. 10. "I would have paid the convent's dowry all
at once. On the other hand, how much is the tiresome
business costing? God is a lot cheaper for a husband
than a watchmaker."
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was already too old not to be married and would only be a

burden. Besides, Casilda has the misfortune of having a

mustache. Both had inherited a large sum of money from

their parents. What Diego really wanted was Casilda's

share of the inheritance. Casilda placed an abrupt stop

to Diego's plan by accepting the first marriage proposal

received.

Since the house was left to both, the two couples

live together. Martin uses one of the rooms for a clock

shop. Diego cannot stand the situation. Martin, being

from the working class, has to tolerate Diego's insults,

which are none too pleasing. For example, Diego refers to

Martin as an idiot when he says, "Por qu6 no viene ese

idiota." 5 Diego plans to send the couple to Orizaba where

Martin will be the porter in an apartment complex Diego

has bought. Needless to say, the couple does not know

about their coming move to Orizaba.

In the meantime, the executioner's wife comes in to

return a clock, asking for her money back. Martin has

spent the money. Casilda goes to Diego fox help.

Casilda: Compro un reloj de sol, y tenemos
nublados desde hace quince dias.
Diego: No le devuelvan nada. Que tome una Im-
para tu marido y camine alrededor del reloj. No
estain los tiempos para devolver nada.
Casilda: Diego, ya no tenemos el dinero y pen-
sabamos que tu . . .

"Why doesn't that idiot come."I5Ibid.
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Diego: Dale un reloj de arena a esa mujer.
Dinero, no.
Casilda: Eso le dimos antes, pero el aire esta
humedo. La arena no corria.6

Diego has increased his wealth because he is stern in

his business affairs, unlike Martin and Casilda. To Diego,

business is business, no matter who he is dealing with.

This scene shows the upper class's deliberate choice to

ignore justice when its hand might fall on them. In Mexico

one feeds from the other, with law officials showing great

respect for the upper class. This is the reason why Diego

could make a decision so readily concerning the return of

the clock. Martin, belonging to a lower class, could not

give himself the luxury of being so firm with the execu-

tioner's wife for fear of persecution. Mexican officials

work that way.

Diego suffers pain from rheumatism. In times of ill-

ness it is not uncommon for the Mexican to turn to God.

This is true of all classes. Diego exclaims, "Si Casilda

fuera monja, ya estaria pidiendole a Dios que curara mi

reumatismo. En cambio, de que nos sirven ella y su dichoso

Ibid., p. 11. "Casilda: She bought a sundial but
we have had cloudy days for fifteen days. Diego: Don't
return it. Let your husband take a lamp and walk around
the clock. Times are not such as to return anything.
Casilda: Diego, we don't have the money anymore and we
thought that you . . . Diego: Give that woman a sand
clock. No money. Casilda: That's what we gave her
before but the air was humid. The sand would not run."
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marido." 7 Diego had just finished calling God's name in

vain. Now he thinks of Him because of need. This shows

Diego's hypocrisy and selfishness. Having a member of the

family in any of the Catholic religious groups is considered

a great honor to a Mexican family. The vows are taken out

of devotion, not because the person is a burden to the family.

Martin finally comes to Diego, who wants to know how

much money has been invested in making his masterpiece, a

c lock.

Martin: Pues . . . un gran reloj resulta siempre

un poco caro. Pero se gana much al venderlo!
Diego: aCuanto Ilevas gastado? iCuando piensas
vender el tuyo?
Martin: Deja que lo termine. Hay cuatro evan-

gelistas y dos arcangeles. iTodos tocan las

campanas' Y lo mejor de todo: cuando suenan

las doce, salen doce esqueletos con guadanas,
como un desfile. En realidad son tres, pero

paracen doce, y hacen cinco gestos distintos
cada uno.
Diego: iEsqueletos. jEso es horroroso:

Martin: Precisamente. Para recordar que esta

vida es prestada y cada instante precioso.8

Ibid.,p. 12. "If Casilda were a nun, she would be
praying to God to cure my rheumatism. As it is, of what

use is she and her miserable husband."

8 Ibid., p. 13. "Martin: Well . . . a good clock is

always expensive. But it gives a good profit when it is
sold. Diego: How much have you spent? When do you

expect to sell yours? Martin: Let me finish it first.
There are four evangelists and two archangels. All ring

the bells! And the best of all: at the strike of twelve,
twelve skeletons with scythes come out as in a parade.
Really there are only three, but there seem to be twelve

and each one does five different facial expressions.
Diego: Skeletons! That is horrible! Martin: Precisely.
To remind us that this life is borrowed and that each
moment is precious."
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Martin's preoccupation is the master clock. Nothing

else matters to him. The clock is his dream, his hope.

This way of thinking is characteristic of the lower middle

class to which Martin belonged before marrying Casilda.

Martin has a "tendency to lose sight of immediate values in

pursuit of a more remote ideal."9

Strangely enough, the Mexican people, especially the

middle class, have a strong feeling toward death. Stores,

market places, and city plazas are all equipped with

flowers for the dead, skeleton figures and skulls made

from sugar. All good Christians are expected to visit the

cemetery on November second. That is the official day for

the dead in Mexico. Naturally, a floral arrangement is

expected to be taken to the tombs. The idea of death is

brought out by the skeletons in Martin's clock--death, the

parasite of time.

The Mexican middle and lower classes are highly super-

stitious. Twelve is considered to be the witching hour.

Twelve is the time when the witches and warlocks do their

evil work and the ghosts appear. The skeletons are repre-

sentative of death. Every minute that goes by brings us

closer to death. The evangelists and archangels on the

clock represent religion. The passing of time, death, and

the last rites all fit together in the cycle of man.

9 Dauster, p. 9.
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In Mexico, religion plays a strong role in death. It

is the custom of the Mexican family to pray the rosary for

nine days after the burial day. Friends and neighbors are

invited to attend so that all may pray for the eternal

rest of the deceased's soul.

Martin plans to sell his clock to the local church.

This is rather ironic, since work on a local church only

started a year before. Martin is a dreamer, typical of his

social status. Diego, on the other hand, is a realist. Of

Martin's business and dream Diego says, "Martin, tu

relojeria es un desastre." 1 0

Diego goes into a big act about how much he is in

pain. Role playing is typical of all Mexican people. In

the midst of all his pain, he talks Martin into taking 250

pieces of gold to Orizaba. Diego is not too confident of

Martin, but does not want to make the trip himself: "Va a

perder el dinero . . . Anda, prepara unas alforjas para

ese idiota. Debe salir hoy mismo."1 1

Martin goes to the shop while the necessary arrange-

ments are being made for the trip. While there, an attrac-

tive young lady comes in to have a clock fixed. Martin

1 0Carballido, Letras Mexicanos, p. 13. "Martin, your
watchshop is a disaster."

11 Ibid., p. 15. "He is going to lose the money . .
Go on, prepare some saddlebags for that idiot. He must
leave today."
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must live up to the image of a man and a lover. He flirts

with her. The lady responds in the manner of a well-

trained upper class young lady, with giggles but no in-

criminating words. Casilda, a very perceptive woman,

watches most of what happens. When the customer leaves,

Casilda points out to Martin an important factor in his

character, gullibility. "Como todos te conocen, mandan esas

muchachas para que no les cobres." 1 2

Martin is constantly being taken advantage of because

of his lack of experience in dealing with the shrewd upper

class. Martin is the product of the restricted dealings of

the middle class.

Casilda tells Martin that all is ready for the trip.

She also informs him that Diego wants them to leave the

house and go to Orizaba to tend to an apartment complex

that Diego owns. Martin gets angry and asks Casilda why

she does not stand up to Diego since the house belongs to

both of them. Martin accuses Casilda of being useless and

states that he should have married Francisca. Casilda puts

down very quickly: "Porque yo no tuve hijos de otro, como

Francisca." 1 3 With this one line Casilda expresses an old

121bid., p. 17. "Since everybody knows you, they
send the girls knowing you won't charge them."

1 3 Ibid., p. 9. "Because I did not have someone
else's child, like Francisca."
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Mexican custom. No man who respects himself and his family

will marry a woman who has had a child outside of wedlock.

Such a woman is considered to be a whore, of low morals, a

nobody. The Mexican's psychology is unfair at times. The

product of such an affair is likewise condemned. If the

child grows up within the same community, he will meet

many disappointments at the hands of that community. The

worst problem the child will have is marriage. A respect-

able Mexican family will not allow any of their children

to marry the child of such a woman, The son of a respect-

able Mexican family might be tolerated a passing affair

with the daughter of such a woman, but marriage would be

out of the question.

Before leaving for Orizaba, Martin tells Casilda to

inform the customers that he is out of town. Casilda

answers, "1A cuales? Si, si. Voy a avisar a los

clientes." 1 4 Casilda, like Diego, is the product of the

upper class. As such, she is perceptive but knows when to

speak. In quickly adding to her statement and agreeing

with her husband, she is representative of Mexican woman-

hood in all social classes. The idea is for the wife to

go along with the husband's wishes. The husband is con-

sidered the head of the household. As such, whatever he

decides is law.

Ibid.,p. 19. "Which ones? Yes, Yes. I will let
the clients know."
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Martin arrives at Cordoba without any problems. The

problems start when he arrives at the inn to spend the

night. The innkeeper turns him down thinking he is in-

capable of paying for the room. As a matter of fact, the

innkeeper is most disrespectful. Then Martin shows a gold

piece. Things change very rapidly. Martin is now "Sir,"

and the baggage will be brought up to the room. Nulo Nuiiez,

the man that got Francisca pregnant, happens to be at the

inn and recognizes Martin. The two sit and drink. Nuflo

Nuiiez brags about all the sons he has out of wedlock and

the fortune he has lost and regained. Nuflo is the perfect

example of a Don Juan, a Latin lover. Martin feels ashamed

to confess he is a nobody and decides to make up a story:

Y hago otras cosas. Contrabando de tabaco, y
cosas asi. Eso deja, pero . . . hay que tener

caracter, y no parar mientras en . . . pequefieces.
Tengo gente a mis Ordenes, viajo . . . y hay otras
cosas, que se presentan, y . . . se pescan al
vuelvo. Como ahora en el camino, tuve suerte.
Encontre un comerciante, un pobre imbecil.
Almorzaba, en el borde mismo de la barranca. Se
habila quitado los cueros; estos. T6calos. Es
oro. Y aquel pobre comia, bebia, en el borde mismo
de la barranca. Brinde con 61, y . . . (Da un
empuj6n a la mesa, que la vuelca,) No me va mal,
siempre hay maneras de ganar algo.15

15Ibid..,p. 26. "And I do other things. I smuggle

tobacco, and . . . things like that. That is profitable,
but . . . one must have character, and not stop at small
things. I have people under my order, I travel . . . and
there are other things that come up and are taken advantage
of. Like today on the road, I was lucky. I came across a
merchant, a poor fool. He was having breakfast at the edge
of the cliff. He had removed his leather bags; these ones.
Feel them. It is gold. And that fool was eating and
drinking on the edge of the cliff. I drank with him and
.0 . .(He pushes the table and overturns it.) I can't
complain, there is always a way of getting something."
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With this lie, Martin is representative of the middle

class. "Keeping up with the Joneses" is a good way of

describing this attitude. However, since Martin is in-

volved in the immediate situation, the dream does not allow

him to foresee the complications it might present in the

long run. Martin finds himself, very much to his surprise,

living the reality of his own invention.16 There is once

again the mixture of reality and illusion that are so

characteristic of the Mexican way of life. Through the

lie, Carballido suggests that Martin is really in search

of himself. He has married above his class and feels him-

self falling. Martin does not know how to cope with his

situation. The only way out is by playing a role. This

tactic shows "the Mexican's inability or unwillingness to

perform as a human being without playing a role." 1 7

The innkeeper and Nuiio Nufiez turn Martin in to the

authorities. While the papers of accusation are being

drawn, two deputies go get the bag of gold coins and arrest

Martin. The gold coins are turned in to the scribe to be

counted. Martin is accused of robbery and murder. He is

informed by the judge that 138 gold coins were found in

his possession. Martin protests. There were 250 gold

16 Carballido, Medusa, p. 6.

1 7Gassner and Quinn, p. 810.
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coins. The policeman in charge of the arrest testified

that he turned in 200 gold coins. Corrupt justice is

criticized here. In Mexico, it is not uncommon to bribe

authorities.

When Martin insists that there were 250 coins, the

judge orders him to be quiet or he will be tortured till

the truth is confessed. Intimidation of the people is also

part of Mexico's justice. The common people are intimi-

dated with incarceration and fines, while those in lower

government positions fear dismissal or even death for

standing up for their rights.

By the time the initial interrogation is over, all

the authorities involved have helped themselves to part

of the gold coins. There are only 118 gold coins left.

Diego and Casilda are requested to come to COrdoba

as witnesses. Nothing is cleared up during the excited

court proceeding. Martin is sentenced to death by clubbing

or to have both his hands cut off. These two sentences

show the backwardness of Mexico's laws and the inadequate

procedures of its justice.

Act Two starts with the town's people camping on the

site where Martin was supposed to have murdered the merchant.

A blind couple starts singing the ballad of Martin's murder.

A policeman walks up to them asking them for a license to

sing there. Two town ladies converse,
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La primera sefiora: Este gobierno es muy en6r-
gico. Esta acabando con los herejes.
La otra sehora: Este no es hereje. Habla im-
preso unas cosas de la Revolucion Francesa:
que derechos del hombre y no s6 qua.
La primera seflora: iDerechos del hombre' Pues
eso es herejia.'1 8

Through these characters, Carballido satirizes the

Mexican government. Since it is rather unstable, it will

not stand for any public protestations that might arouse

public opinion. The Mexican government has been known to

send in armed soldiers to break up organized demonstrations.

This is the type of democracy that exists in Mexico.

The victim's body is brought from the precipice over

which it had been thrown. His widow, Elvira, goes into

tears. Don Leandro, the magistrate, is carried into this

melodramatic scene on a litter. His first line is, "Qua

malas bestias de carga son los hombres."19

Even though slavery does not exist in Mexico, Carbal-

lido makes this strong comparison to point out the strong

hand the Mexican government has over the people. Of course,

the two men carrying him are from the lower class. Don

Leandro refers to them as beasts of burden. This expresses

1 8 Carballido, Letras Mexicanas, p. 12. "The first
lady: This administration is very strict. It is ending
with the heretics. The second lady: This one is not a
heretic. He had printed some things about the French Revo-
lution, something about the rights of men or I don't know
what. The first lady: Rights of men' That is heresy."

19Ibid., p. 42. "Men are bad beasts of burden."
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the opinion of the powerful upper class towards those less

fortunate than they.

An official wants to have the two carriers whipped for

not being more careful with Don Leandro. However, Don

Leandro does not permit it. Above all, Don Leandro is a

diplomatic person that knows the way of thinking of the

Mexican people. Don Leandro advises,

Pero ademas, he perdido la f6 en los azotez. Al
asno se le castiga y establece una clara relaci6n
entre la falta cometida y el dolor de sus lomos.
iPero los hombres! No establecen ninguna relaci6n,
discuten si fue justo el castigo, juzgan a sus
jueces y acaban por decir que los azotes son pro-
ducto ilegitimo de un sistema que anda mal. 2 0

By not allowing the carriers to be whipped, Don Leandro

ingratiates himself with the people. He will need their

support when election time comes along. He also leads the

people to believe that the government is on their side,

their protector.

Don Leandro is thirsty from the trip to the cliff.

Since various stands have been set up to profit from the

crowd that has gathered to watch the recovery of the body,

Don Leandro asks for a cold drink.

2 0 Ibid. "But furthermore, I have lost faith in the
lash. When the ass is whipped, it establishes a clear
relationship between the fault and the pain on its back.
But men, They don't establish any relation. They discuss
if the punishment was just, judge its judges and conclude
that the whippings are the illegitimate product of a
troubled government."
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Don Leandro: Dame un agua fresca.
Oficial: Tiene moscas.
Don Leandro: Quiteselas. 2 1

Carballido has chosen a very common stand to satirize

a Mexican way of life. Refreshment stands are found in

great numbers in Mexico. Many of these are-nothing but

holes in the wall operating under most unsanitary conditions.

The refreshments are in big five gallon glass containers

that may or may not have a cover. The drinks are served in

glass or plastic cups. These are not washed after each

customer drinks from them. If any refreshment is left in

the cup when a customer leaves, it is poured back into the

five gallon container. The customers are well aware of what

goes on in these refreshment stands but have become accus-

tomed to the idea.

Don Leandro meets the grieving widow who, he notices,

is a very attractive young lady. "Un viejo ramo verde"2 2

applies to Don Leandro in his reaction to the widow. This

expression is used in Mexico in reference to old men that

make passes at young ladies.

Don Leandro happens to be one of the thirty gentlemen

that founded COrdoba. Due to the murder and other strange

happenings, Don Leandro confides to the official and Elvira

2 1Ibid., p. 43. "Don Leandro: Give me a cold drink.

Officer: It has flies. Don Leandro: Take them out."

22"A sugar daddy."
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some doubts in founding the city,

Pero algo err6neo hemos de daber hecho al eri-
girla. Hace unos alos, apareci6 la Mulata, te
acuerdas? . . . infernal. Deliciosa. Tenia un
cuerpo . . . y con la gran ventaja de que podia
duplicarlo: era ubicua. Se le veia en la plaza
y entre las huertas, simultaneamente. 0 en los
portales y en el mercado. 0 en COrdoba y en
Mexico, simultineanmente. No s6 como lo com-
probaron, pues quienes la velan no eran ubicuos.
La encerraron en Mexico y fue un caso dificil:
escape de la carcel en un barco pintado en la
pared, ante los mismos ojos del gran inquisi-
dor. Lo dejo imbecil para siempre; una l5stima.
Muy buena el agua, de sandilla. 3

With this illusion Carballido adds a Mexican mythic

touch to the play.2 4 There is, too, an almost Gothic impli-

cation that "place may have a mystery and influence of its

own indicated by Don Leandro's questioning the wisdom of

having founded C6rdoba in its present location. Both bring

out the superstitious nature of the Mexican people.

The weakness of Mexican justice is further satirized

when Martin is brought before Don Leandro:

23 Carballido, Letras Mexicanas, p. 44. "But we must
have done something wrong when we founded it. A few years
ago appeared the Mulatta, do you remember? Bewitching.
Delicious. What a body . . . and with the great advantage
of being able to duplicate it: she was ubiquitous. She
would be seen in the square and in the fields simultaneous-
ly. Of in the huts and at the market place. Or in COrdoba
and in Mexico, simultaneously. I don't know how they
proved it, since those that saw her were not ubiquitous.
She was jailed in Mexico City. It was a difficult case;
she escaped from jail on a boat that she drew on the wall
before the very eyes of the inquisitor. She left him an
imbecile forever; a pity. The watermelon juice is for
good."

2 4Peden, p. xv.
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Don Leandro: El tribunal piensa lo contrario.
Si no la encuentras, te aplicaran tormento para
que recuerdes donde esta.
Martin: iSeior! Tormento si digo, o si no digo.
Tormento si se o si no s6. Que me atormenten
ya, o que me maten. Solo quiero que todo acabe
de una vez.2 5

The system breaks the will of the people to the point where

they do as they are told to get some degree of peace. Even

death is welcomed as a way out of the inadequate ways of

Mexican justice.

A loud scream is heard from the bottom of the cliff

where Elvira has been taken to identify the body. Don

Leandro orders Martin to go in search of the head. The

officials are ordered to take Martin wherever he wishes to

go in search of the dead man's missing head.

With this decision, Don Leandro quite consciously sets

a play within a play in motion. 26 The wily magistrate does

not know the exact ending of his play, but he is convinced

that it will work out to its logical conclusion, the ap-

prehension of the guilty party.

Martin searches in vain for the missing head. That

evening he is returned to jail where Casilda comes to visit

2 5 Carballido, Letras Mexicanas, p. 45. "Don Leandro:
The court thinks the contrary. If you do not find it, you
will be tortured so that you will remember where it is.
Martin: Your Honor' Torture if I say or if I don't say.
Torture if I know or if I don't know. Torture me or kill
me. I want this to end once and for all."

2 6 Peden, p. xv.
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him. "Te traje una poca de comida pero me la quitaron . . .

Estoy rezando una novena milagrosa, todo va a salir bien," 2 7

The food that Casilda was bringing to Martin was

obviously well prepared. The officials in charge of the

mailhouse knew this and confiscated it. It is not uncommon

for Mexican jailers to confiscate valuable objects from

prisoners. This is especially true in border towns. The

last part of Casilda's speech is an example of the deep

religious belief of the Mexican people.

The following morning two policemen come to escort

Martin to the torture chamber. Something of the unfair

treatment of prisoners in Mexican jails is satirized.

Martin: Dejenme tomar agua.
Secgundo alguacil: No lo dejes que tome. Luego
se orinan. Vamos.2 8

The officers are so engrossed in discussing Martin's

torture that little attention is paid to the effect their

discussion is having on Martin. By the time a decision is

made, Martin faints just from hearing what awaits him. Don

Leandro enters as Martin is being lifted to one of the

torture instruments.

2 7 Carballido, Letras Mexicanas, p. 47. "I brought you
a little food but they took it from me. I am praying a
miraculous novina, everything will work out fine."

28 Ibid. "Martin: Let me drink some water. Second

policeman: Don't let him drink. He will urinate later.
Let's go."
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The head man in the torture chamber is delighted to

see Don Leandro. This is the perfect opportunity to display

the many tortures he can apply, as well as to ask to be

granted a position in one of Mexico City's jails. Don

Leandro stops the torture application the executioner has

ordered.

No te afanes, hijo. Si algo nos sobra en
Mexico, ultimamente, son verdugas. Tienen tan
poco trabajo que se dedican a sembrar flores
en los jardines.2 9

In essence, Novo uses Don Leandro to speak of the high

crime rate in Mexico City. Likewise, Novo satirizes those

who enjoy giving pain to others.

After Don Leandro orders the torture to be stopped

there is some objection, but the magistrate's decision is

final. The executioner and his assistant decide to prac-

tice on each other for lack of something better to do.

Don Leandro leaves for the office where Elvira and Galatea

are waiting to see him, as requested. Don Leandro has

sent for the young widow to inform her that he has done

some investigation as to her livelihood and is willing to

help in any way he can. Don Leandro is not at all pleased

that the old aunt has come with Elvira. Elvira says that

since her husband's death they have lived off of the

2 9 Ibid., p. 49. "Don't bother, son. If there is
something we have too much of in Mexico lately, it is
executioners. They have so little work that they work at
planting flowers in the gardens."
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neighbors' charity. Galatea, being a proud old woman,

denies Elvira's statement.

Elvira quickly cuts in saying that the money her hus-

band was carrying with him when he was murdered has not yet

been returned. Don Leandro asks, "Cua'nto era?" Elvira

answers, "No s6. El nunca me hablaba de sus cosas. Pero

era mucho, y en oro."30

Elvira expresses the Mexican custom that women are to

concern themselves with household chores whereas the men

handle all business deals by themselves. Whatever the

husband decides is honored by the wife.

In an effort to speed justice and have Elvira recoup

the gold coins, Don Leandro tells the two women that a

reward of one hundred pesos will be offered for the missing

head. The judge is called in.

Justicia: ZCier pesos por encontrar la cabeza?
Van a decapitar a no s6 cuantos para obtener

ese dinero. Nos van a traer docenas de cabezas.
Don Leandro: T I vez tengas razon, pero lanza
ese bando. Mejcr docena, que ninguna.3 1

3 0 Ibid., p. 52. "Don Leandro asks: How much was it?

Elvira answers: I don't know. He never talked to me

about his affairs. Eut it was a lot, in gold."

3 11bid., p. 54. "Judge: One hundred dollars to

find a head? They are going to behead I don't know how

many to get that money. They are going to bring us dozens

of heads. Don Leandro: Perhaps you are right but put

out the proclamation. It is better to have a dozen than
none. "
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Coming from Don Leandro, the reasoning seems to be out

of character. However, Novo uses the respected, aged

magistrate as a symbol that justice is corrupt in Mexico.

There appears to be justice on the surface, but it is only

a facade. The offer of a reward keeps justice in a respect-

able position in the eyes of the people.

The scene changes to the front part of the police sta-

tion. The bailiff is there. Lisardo, a sheepherder, comes

in.

Lisardo: Con perd6n, senior .
Alguacil: iAd6nde vas?
Lisardo: Queria yo ver al Justicia.
Alguacil: iPara qu6 lo quieres?
Lisardo: Es por ese bando que sali6.

Algcuacil: Qu6 tiene el bando?
Justicia: Dejelo que pase.
Lisardo: Con perdon, senor..3.
Justicia: Quitate esa gorra. Estas ante la ley. 3 2

The Spanish language is a very formal language. The

case used will immediately indicate if a person is being

treated with respect. In the above passages, the bailiff

is talking down to the sheepherder. The sheepherder is

being formal with the bailiff. However, Lisardo fails to

remove the cap. The bailiff immediately tells him to take

it off to show respect for the law. This points out the

3 2 Ibid. "Bailiff: Where are you going? Lisardo: I
want to see the judge. Bailiff: What do you want him for?
Lisardo: It is in regard to that proclamation that was
put out. Bailiff: What about the proclamation? Judge:
Let him pass. Lisardo: Excuse me, sir . . . Judge:
Remove that cap. You a re before the law."
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fact that on sight, the bailiff talked down to Lisardo be-

cause he recognized him to be below him in social status.

The failiff did not see himself as the law. The law owes

respect to citizens, just as the citizens owe respect to the law.

Lisardo has found the missing head in a cave and has

come to claim the reward. Martin is taken from the cell

to see the morbid sight. Being of a delicate nature, the

sight i.s more than Martin can take. The accused goes into

shock and starts talking about his master clock. Later,

the incoherent words refer to himself,

No creo nada. Veo todo, y no creo. Me veo aqul,
y es otro el que esta aqui. Llora? bQuien
llora? Este dolor, esta tristeza, siento que son
por otro. Lo que es real, este aire . . . Este
dolor aqui, donde me hieren las cadenas. Estos
pasos que me conducen . . . Es como algo muy
triste que estoy a punto de saber. Ahi lo veo,
es Martin, el relojero, y va rumbo a su celda.
Creo que va llorando. No entiende nada, y es
mejor, porque si entiende ser6 yo, sera el dolor
desnudo, la desesperaci6n, los cabezazos en las
paredes . . . Alli va. Yo solo siento . . . Que
dulzura. Este aire fetido que entra, que sale
. . . Este dolor fisico, tan dulce . . . Esta
humedad que corre por la cara . .. 33

33]Ibid., p. 57. "I don't believe anything. I see it
all, and I don't believe it. I see myself here, and it is
another one that is here. Do I cry? Who cries?- This pain,
this sadness, I feel are for another. What is real, this
wind . . . This pain here, where the chains cut me . . .
These steps that lead me to . . . It is like something very
sad that I am about to know. I see it there, it is Martin,
the watchmaker, and he is on his way to his cell. I be-
lieve he is crying. He doesn't understand anything, but it
is best, because if he understands it would be me, it will
be naked pain, desperation, hitting my head against the wall
. . . There he goes. I only feel what a sweetness . .
This foul air that comes in, that goes out . . . This phys-
ical pain, so sweet. . . This sweat that runs down my
face . .
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Martin has finally seen himself as what he is, a

nobody. The horrible truth of the fantasy he made up to

Nuino Nufiez, symbolized by the decaying head of the murdered

man, has brought Martin face to face with reality. The

Martin that lived in fantasy died in that room. A new

Martin has been born, one that sees the reality of life as

clearly as the sweat that is running down his face.

In the meantime, Don Leandro has arranged for a

meeting with the widow. Elvira and Marfisa, a neighbor,

come into the receiving room of the police station.

Marfisa: iVirgen purisima'
Elvira: iQu6 te pasa?
Marfisa: jQue lujo' Mire nada ma's. Ay, que
bueno que la acompaii6 y pude ver todo esto. Se
est& mas a gusto aquf que en le iglesia. 3 4

Marfisa speaks the truth about the government and church

condition in Mexico. Catholicism prevails in Mexico.

However, the Catholic Church operates under strict govern-

ment control.

Don Leandro is displeased that Marfisa has come with

Elvira. This, however, does not keep him fro saying what

he has in mind. Don Leandro has decided that Elvira needs

to remarry. Elvira is surprised: "Pero, seflor: aCon

quin? Es decir, no puedo ni . . . imaginarlo. Mi dolor

34 Ibid. "Marfisa: Holy Virgin' Elvira: What's
wrong? Marfisa: What luxury: Look at this. Oh, how
good that I came with you and am able to see this. One is
more comfortable here than in church.?"
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es tan grande, todavia . . . y una viuda . . . debe guardar

el luto . .35

From Elvira's first reaction it is obvious that mar-

irage is not an unpleasant thought. However, for appear-

ances sake the matter of mourning is brought out. It is

the custom in Mexico to mourn the death of a dear one for

a year. Women are expected to wear black all this time and

refrain from using make-up, going to any parties, and to

abstain from playing music in the home. Any deviation from

this custom places the person under social criticism.

Don Leandro explains that he will underwrite the

proposition to prevent any gossip from the people. Further-

more, he will give her a dowry and a small present to the

groom. Don Leandro believes that marriage is the only way

to bring relief to the grieved widow.

Elvira finally consents to go along with Don Leandro's

proposition. Marfisa goes off to spread the news. Elvira

follows close behind, but stops at the door to thank Don

Leandro.

Elvira: No s6 como agradecer, seior, pero . .
hare lo que su merced me ordene . . . Lo que su
merced le plaza . .

35I'bid., p. 58. "But sir, with whom? I mean, I
can't even imagine it. My sadness is still so great . .
and a widow . . . must mourn
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Don Leandro: Muy bien dicho, hijita. Espero
que me demuestres tu gr itud . . . un poco antes
de tu nuevo matrimony.

In this exchange, Elvira gives herself to Don Leandro

in gratitude. Don Leandro accepts the more than obvious

submission of Elvira, setting a date for the promised con-

summation. Women of lower social positions who have

nothing to offer but themselves often fall into the hands

of crafty men in higher social status like Don Leandro.

Martin is still in jail. Casilda comes to see him

with the news that Diego is going to place her in a convent

after Martin's death sentence is carried out. Martin seems

not to have heard Casilda's information. Time is running

out and he wants to clear himself with her.

Yo no he sido muy malo, pero es que no he podi-
do. Nunca supe como. Yo vela a todos y queria
ser asi, capaz de cosas de esas que la gente
comenta: "Este es muy listo," "este supo
vivir2" Yo me casecontigo porque . . . porque
yo te queria . . . Y nunca fui capaz de decirlo.
Quise que pareciera que me casaba yo por tu
dinero.37

6Ibid.,p. 60. "Elvira: I don't know how to show
my gratitude, sir, but . . . I will do what your grace
orders . . . whatever pleases your grace . . . Don Leandro:
Very well said, my daughter. I expect you to show your
gratitude . . . a few days before your new marriage."

37Ibid., p. 61. "1 have not been very bad, but it is
because I have not been able. I never knew how. I would
see everyone and I wanted to be like them, capable of
those things that people talk about: 'He is very smart,'
'he knew how to live!' I married you because . . . because
I loved you . . . and I was never able to say it. I wanted
to make it seem as if I married you for your money."
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Martin goes a step further in accepting the reality

that has now become a part of him by admitting to someone

else that his life has been nothing but a dream. Martin

purposefully misled Casilda into believing he had married

her out of convenience. He did not want to accept the

reality that he had fallen in love with an ugly woman

everyone else had rejected. Everything that had been part

of the fantasy workd he had lived has been expressed before

someone. This made him at peace with himself. He finally

faced his real self.

Casilda responds well to her role as a Mexican wife.

Like Elena in The Gesticulator, she was aware of her

husband's shortcomings, but did not say anything until it

was absolutely necessary.

Todos tenemos un sentimiento que nos empuja a

imitar a los ladinos, a los sucios . . . Ese
sentimiento es el demonio, y esos nos lo ali-
mentan. Yo quise ser a veces como la querida

del virrey, esa c6mica, ya sabes. Pero, gracias
a Dios, soy fea y bruta. Francisca tambien
quiso, y . . . ahi anda de puta, la pobre.

Y hay feas y hay tontos que imitan a los listos,
y a esas bonitas, a todos esos . . . hambrientos.
Porque eso son, hambrientos' Tragan . . . ban-

quetes, tragan palacios, caballos, gente, piedras

* . . Y no se les quita el hambre. Claro, los
vemos y nos dan ganas de cosas, tambien. A
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quien no. Y si no hemos comido pues eructamos,

para que nos vean satisfechos.3A

In this passage Carballido includes several aspects

that are deeply imbedded in the Mexican character. The

first is the Mexican's inability to face reality. The

second aspect is of a religious nature. To covet what

others have is not in agreement with the teachings of the

church. The third aspect is the sins of the flesh. Prosti-

tution is legal in Mexico. Many young girls are lured into

this profession by promises of comfort and a better way of

life. The fourth aspect is greed. Those who have wealth

and power want even more. In a nation where the majority

of people are Catholic, the last three of these aspects are

contrary to the teachings of the Holy Catholic Church.

Carballido's critique is to the point and very much a

truism of Mexican society.

In the meantime, Don Leandro is busily arranging for

Elvira's betrothal. Two young men have answered Don

38 Ibid., p. 62. "We all have a desire that pushes
us to imitate the wild, the dirty . . . That desire is the
devil, and they feed him. I wanted to be at times like
the mistress of the viceroy, that actress, you know. But,
thanks to God, I am ugly and crude. Frances also wanted
to be like her, and . . . there she is, a whore, the
poor devil. And there are ugly and there are fools that
imitate the go-getters, and those pretty ones, and all those
greedy ones' Because that is what they are, greedy. They
eat banquets, palaces, horses, jewels. And they are still
hungry. Sure, we see them and we desire things also. Who

wouldn't. And if we haven't eaten, well, we burp, so that
they believe us satisfied."
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Leandro's proclamation. However, before Elvira is pre-

sented, Don Leandro would like to speak with her. Don

Leandro plans to leave for China but wants to take care of

a few matters before his departure. The trip comes as a

complete surprise. Don Leandro explains to Elvira,

Si, me voy. Tengo un amigo en China al que le
gustar6a or tu historia. Se llama Pu Sung-ling,

o algo por el estilo. Esos nombres chinos. Ha

escrito algunos cuentos muy curiosos.3 9

In this manner, the author of the short story from which

The Clockmaker was inspired, Pun Sung-Ling, from the

Shantung province of China, is introduced into the fiction

of the play. 4 0 It also gives a hint to the character of

Elvira.

An official interrupts the conversation to ask Don

Leandro if he has ordered a carriage. Don Leandro confirms

that he has because he plans to go to COrdoba due to a

dream he has had. The official answers, "Ha de ser una

profecia. "4l

Don Leandro tells the two about the dream. The of-

f icial remarks,

3 9 Ibid., p. 64. "Yes, I am leaving. I have a friend

in China that would like to hear your story. His name is
Pu Sung-ling, or something like that. You know how those
Chinese names are. He has written some strange stories."

4 0 Peden, p. xv.

4 1 Carballido, Letras Mexicanas, p. 64. "It must be a
strange prophecy."

-14 . , --- - -11--. - - , ,, -, , - - ,
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Es un sueflo muy raro.
Don Leandro: Si, muy raro. No se. La Mulata,
el relojero, este sueio . . . Te lo digo, temo que
algfn error hicimos cuando fundamos C6rdoba.4 2

With these lines, Carballido once again brings out the

superstitious character of the Mexican. All three social

classes are represented; Don Leandro for the upper class,

the official for the middle class, and Elvira for the

lower class.

The judge enters to announce that everything is ready

for the introduction of the two suitors. Nuiio Nufiez, the

renegade, is the first to enter. Lisardo, the sheepherder,

is the second suitor.

Elvira has to decide on one of the men. The decision

seems to be a difficult one for Elvira. "Sefior, su merced

nos ha traido a este punto y . . . yo soy una pobre mujer

indecisa."4 3  The part of the helpless woman was expected

of her. To appear anything but that would have been badly

taken. Therefore, Elvira played the part. She put up

appearances as expected by Mexican society.

Elvira chooses Lisardo. Nufio Nufiez asks to be allowed

to leave. Don Leandro denies the request. Nuho is told

4 2 Ibid., p. 65. "It is a strange dream. Don Leandro:
Yes, very strange. I don't know. The Mulatta, the watch-
maker, this dream . . . I tell you, I fear we made a
mistake when we founded COrdoba."

43 Ibid., p. 66. "Sir, your grace has brought us to
this point and . . . I am a poor undecided woman."
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that he has to go to jail and receive fifty lashes of the

whip for falsely accusing Martin. Don Leandro tells

Lisardo that he was never told what the dowry was going

to be. The dowry was the hangman's noose. Elvira screams.

Marfisa follows suit.

iPero es posible' iYa entiendo todo. iElla fue:
Ella mat6 a su marido!
Don Leandro: Ella, en cierto modo. En realidad
fue e14

In selecting Lisardo to be her next husband, Elvira

fell into Don Leandro's trap. Don Leandro suspected that

Elvira had had something to do with her first husband's

death since she was so sure he was the victim. The victim's

aunt, who had reared him, was unable to identify the head-

less body. Yet Elvira immediately made an identification.

What Don Leandro did not know was who had helped Elvira.

The strange marriage arrangement was set up by Don Leandro

to find out Elvira's accomplice. Elvira becomes hysteri-

cal, pleading with Don Leandro for mercy,

jNo es posible, senior, eso no es cierto! (Se

tira a sus pies.) iSeior! mi gratitud, mi afec-
to, ino cuentan para nada? Dejeme hablarle a

solas, su merced: iLe probar6 mi inocencia:

Don Leandro: Tui crees?

4 4 Ibid., p. 67. "But it is possible! Now I under-

stand everything: She did it. She killed her husband!
Don Leandro: She, in a certain way. It was really he."
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Marfisa: Ya se como va a probarla. (La es-

cupe.) Yo no quiero ver esto. Que asco. Yo

me voy. Dejenmen pasar.45

Marfisa realizes Elvira has prostituted herself for

the favors of Don Leandro. This makes Elvira a whore.

Mexicans do not look kindly at whores. These women are

socially unacceptable, especially by other women. By

spitting on Elvira's face, Marfisa says how low the Mexican

people consider women of Elvira's kind. Don Leandro, having

the authority to stop Marfisa from leaving, lets her go. It

would not be appropriate for Don Leandro to force a decent

woman like Marfisa to be in the same room with a woman of

Elvira's morals.

Elvira and Lisardo are taken to jail. Nuijo Nui'ez asks

for a job in the police station. Don Leandro orders that

Martin and Casilda be brought in. The scene is left empty

of all players except Don Leandro, who uses this chance to

survey the position of Justice in society.

Asi son estos asuntos de la Justicia: todo mundo
pierde y, al final, los que ganan tienen menos de

los que poseian en un principio. La codicia de
bienes materiales y de placeres corrompe al pueblo.
Esa impaciencia, esa sed, ese deseo de poseer, esa

es la carga mas pesada para el hombre. Los

45Ibid., p. 68. "It is not possible, sir, that is

not true: (She throws herself at his feet.) Sir: My

gratitude: My affection, don't they count for anything?

Let me speak alone to your grace. I will prove my
innocence: Don Leandro: Do you think so? Marfisa:

I know how she is going to prove it. (She spits on
Elvira.) I don't want to see this: How disgusting: I

am leaving. Let me pass."
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gobernantes nos la echamos a cuestas y es muy
dura . . . No es posible tener todo. No es

posible escuchar que todos digan que buenos, que
justos, que nobles somos, y al mismo tiempo

serlo. No es posible. Hay el fuego de la cocina
y hay el rayo; hay la montaha y hay la llanura;
hay el placer de ser humilde y el de ser un

magistrado . . . y si de toda esa aventura, algo
queda en la memoria de la gente, sin duda sere
yo. Porque . . . quien va a acordarse de si
vivib, o muri 6 , un pobre relojero? 4 6

Whereas Don Leandro's soliloquy speaks for justice, it

also is Carballido's way of speaking of the Mexican social

structure. In essence, Carballido maintains that not all

members of society can be wealthy; not all can be outstand-

ing. There must be wealthy and poor. There must be smart

people and those that are less fortunate in order for the

society to survive. It stands to reason that a group of

people will remember those that are before their very eyes

instead of those away from the public image.

4 6 Ibid., p. 69. "This is the way this business of
justice is. Everyone loses and, in the end, the ones
that win have less than what they had in the beginning.
The greed for material wealth and pleasures corrupts

people. That impatience, that thirst, that desire to own,
that is the heaviest cargo of man. Those of us that

govern throw it on our shoulders and it is very heavy . . .
It is not possible to have everything. It is not possible
to hear everyone say how good we are, how just, how noble

and at the same time be that way. It is not possible.
There is.the kitchen fire and there is lightning; there is

the mountain and there is the plain; there is pleasure in
being humble and in being a magistrate . . . and if out of
all this adventure, something remains in the minds of the
people, surely it would be me. Because . . . who is going
to remember if there lived or died a poor watchmaker?"
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The judge comes in to say that Marfisa has raised a

mob that is approaching the building with torches and

yelling for Martin's liberty. Don Leandro tells the judge

to let the mob know that Martin will be set free. The

judge goes to the balcony to make the announcement but is

injured with a rock from the mob before the announcement is

made. Don Leandro orders Martin taken to the balcony.

Martin is taken in view of the mob and set free.

Martin: Es cierto esto? Es cierto esto?
Casilda: Tu libertad, Martin'
Martin: La Justicia'
Don Leandro: (Sonriendo) SI, la Justicia.4 7

Justice triumphs over injustice. The innocent win over the

crafty. A prayer is answered.

In drawing a conclusion about Carballido's El reloJero

de COrdoba there are several points worth considering.

Carballido focuses his themes within the context of Mexico

and the personality of the Mexican.4 8  Secondly, Carballido

focuses attention to social critique of established insti-

tutions that suppress and attack the individual. Thirdly,

Carballido focuses emphasis on the responsibility of the

individual himself to search and to find his identify.

Carballido presents and defends individual rights against

4 7 Ibid., p. 70. "Martin: Is this true? Is this

true? Casilda: Your liberty, Martin' Martin: Justice.
Don Leandro: (Smiling) Yes, justice."

4 8 Carballido, Medusa, p. 6.
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political and social organization, against prejudice, and

against out-dated social customs. On the other hand,

Carballido faces the individual with himself, through

psychological and metaphysical questions, in an effort to

define the individual's rights and responsibilities as a

human being.

In The Watchmaker of Cordoba, Carballido uses three

social classes to develop his themes: (1) the wealth upper

class, (2) the working class, and (3) the political class.

The upper class is represented as wealthy but unwilling to

share its wealth with those who are less fortunate finan-

cially. The upper class is also represented as commanding

respect and belittling members of the lower social classes.

Furthermore, the upper class is represented on an equal

basis with the political class.

The working class is represented as financially un-

stable and humbling itself before the upper class. The

working class is also represented as living in a world of

fantasy. Hope is its main characteristic. Finally, the

working class seems to lack the influence that the upper

class has on the political class.

The political class is represented as being shrewd,

immoral, and abusive of the position it holds. Carballido

uses the character of Don Leandro as a prime example of the

political class. The fact that the Mexican political
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class is subject to bribery is well emphasized by

Carballido.

In essence, Carballido seems to say that the working

class does not stand a chance to improve itself as long as

it remains under the autocratic upper class and the undue

harassment of the political class. Carballido represents

the working class as struggling for survival but being

strangled by the two social classes that advance its

existence.



CHAPTER VII

MEDUSA

Medusa was selected because, like El relojero de

C6rdoba, it is one of Emilio Carballido's best plays to

date. 1  Medusa illustrates the union of realism and fan-

tasy that are characteristic of Carballido's works. 2  The

basis for this play is the Greek myth, Medusa. However,

liberties are taken with characters and plot to suit

Carballido's purpose.

Act One takes place at Polidecto's palace in the

island of Serfia. Polidecto is king of Serfia. Two maids

are in Danae's chambers making fun of her. Danae has been

crying for four days. The maids' fun suddenly comes to an

end when Danae calls. The maids help her to the bath. A

knock is heard at the door. Alejandra, one of the maids,

opens the door. It is the ambassador from Persia wanting

to see Danae. The ambassador quickly notices that Alejandra

is new to Danae's service. Realizing that he must pass by

her before seeing Danae, the Persian gives Alejandra a

'Dauster, p. 9.

2 Carlos Gonzalez Peia, History of Mexican Literature
(Dallas, 1968), p. 45.

110
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pearl on a chain. Alejandra accepts the gift anxiously,

yielding herself to the Persian.

This is Carballido's way of satirizing the way the

wealthy impose their will on the poor. In Mexico, almost

anything can be had with money. The yielding of the young

maid is not uncommon when a man of means makes them a gift.

This is especially true of household help.

The Persian explains to Alejandra that sex is not his

intent. He merely wants to see Danae to ask for her help

in persuading Polidecto to close a commercial deal with him.

The ambassador pulls out a small box full of jewels. These

are to be presented to Danae when he is announced. Hermia,

the other maid, yells at Alejandra to bring the body oils

quickly before Danae starts crying again. When Alejandra

delays, Hermia comes in. The ambassador is recognized by

the more experienced maid. Hermia tells him that he will

not be able to see Danae but takes the box of jewels from

him. Hermia assures the ambassador that Danae will inter-

cede in the deal. The ambassador gives Hermia a pearl.

She bites it to see if it is authentic. The ambassador

assures her that the pearl is real. Hermis complains about

the size. The ambassador removes a ring from his finger

and gives it to Hermia.

In Mexico, once the poor realize they are dealing

with a wealthy person, their favors become expensive. They

will bargain for the limit, and usually get it.
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The ambassador tries to feel Hermia's breasts. Hermia

objects. The ambassador grabs her thigh but Hermia pushes

him away advising Alejandra,

Hay que tratarlos asi, o parece que les nacen
manos por todas partes. (Abre la caja, silba.)
Estos orientales son desmedidos en todo, por eso
no me gustan en las orgias. (Se guarda algunas
joyas en el seno, invita a Alejandra con el
adema'n.) Toma. 3

Hermia's advice speaks for the sexual abuse that so

many of the Mexican household help have to put up with from

their wealthy employers. In addition, it presents a problem

that the employers have to consider before hiring someone to

work in their homes. This problem is the theft of expensive

items by their household servants. Before a person is hired

by a wealthy family, careful measures are taken. References

are required and checked carefully before a person is hired.

The two maids gossip about Danae as they help them-

selves to some of the jewels. Alejandra says, "Pero como

es posible que alquien se interese en sobornar a esta

estranjera necia.

3 Carballido, Medusa, p. 24. "We must treat them this
way or it seems that they grow hands everywhere. (Opens
the box, whistles.) These Orientals overdo everything,
that is why I don't like them in orgies. (She keeps some
of the jewels and signals Alejandra to help herself.)
Help yourself."

4 Ibid., p. 25. "But how is it possible that anyone
would want to bribe this bothersome foreigner."
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Mexicans do not take kindly to foreigners. This is

especially true when they hold a position of importance

that might affect them. Danae has been courted by Poli-

decto for years. There is the possibility that Danae might

become queen.

The maids question that Danae was gotten with child by

Zeus. Perseo, Danae's son, is not so handsome as to be the

son of a god. Hermia voices her suspicion about Perseo,

"Ademas, ese muchacho es muy . . . rarito. Asi medio . . .

Le huye a las esclavas y se pasa la noche con las sirenas."5

Mexican society expects the young men to show inter-

est in the opposite sex at an early age. If a young man

does not openly show an interest in women, his masculinity

is questioned. Homosexuality is a detestable practice to

the Mexican way of thinking. It is the opposite of the

machismo that every father tries to develop in his sons.

Danae interrupts the interesting gossip session by

calling for the two maids. Danae has been left in the tub

with her hair in the hairdryer. Hermia orders the

musicians, at Danae's disposal, to play.

Just as the three disappear into the bathroom, Perseo

jumps through the balcony looking for Danae. He has come

to ask Danae if she would like to go for a rowboat ride.

5 Ibid., p. 27. "Besides, that young man is very . .
strange. A bit . . . He runs away from the maids and
passes the night with the sirens."
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Danae refuses. Just then, the sound of birds in flight is

heard and the shadow of big birds is seen on the balcony.

The musicians scream and run off. The birds are the sirens,

half bird and half human. The sirens are Perseo's friends.

They represent the superstitious nature of the Mexican

masses.

There is a knock at the door. Perseo answers. Poli-

decto enters. Almost immediately, the two argue. It is

obvious from the very start that the two do not get along.

Perseo tells Polidecto that he has no right to have spies

watch over Danae. Polidecto answers,

El pueblo las pide.

Perseo: 6Desde cuatndo le hace usted caso al
pueblo?
Polidecto: Cuando un gobernante dice "el pueblo,"

quiere decir en general "yo mismo." Si tu madre

acediera a casarse conmigo, todo seria diferente.6

Since Danae refuses to marry Polidecto, Polidecto has

her watched twenty-four hours a day. This is a form of har-

assment, the type of harassment that the Mexican people

have to put up with from the authorities. The point that

respect is demanded, not earned, from the people towards

officials is also brought out here, as in The Watchmaker

of COrdoba. When an official demands respect for the law

6 Ibid., p. 33. "The people demand it. Perseo:

Since when do you pay attention to what the people want?
Polidecto: When a ruler says 'the people,' he means to

say 'myself.' If your mother would agree to marry me,
everything would be different."
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he represents, he is not really demanding it for the law,

but to satisfy his own vanity.

The sirens fly over the palace balcony again. Poli-

decto is angered at their presence, especially when Perseo

admits being their friend. The sirens have woven a basket

to take Perseo with them to Africa. Danae hears this and

laughs at Perseo's childish idea. Perseo reminds Danae

that he is no longer a child. As a matter of fact, he is

celebrating his twenty-first birthday. Danae is taken

aback by this information. She had forgotten. Her im-

mediate thought is to give Perseo a present. She goes to

a large chest that is full of jewels. Danae forgets that

Polidecto is present and says,

Ya voy a necesitar otro arc6n. Guardo todo esto

como reserva, nunca sabe uno lo que puede pasar-
le a dos pobres desterrados, como somos th y yo.
Quien sabe, hijo, quien sabe?7

The idea of saving is particularly true of the Mexican

middle class. These savings are their hope to educate

their children so they may live a better life.

Polidecto reminds Danae that after being his guests

for twenty-one years, he is not going to throw them out.

Danae answers, "Un dia se muere usted y a Perseo y a mi

7lbid,, p. 36. "I will soon need another chest. I
keep all this as reserve. No one knows what might happen

to two poor exiles like you and me. Who knows, son, who
knows.
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nos expulsan del palacio. No, no protesto, nadie es

inmortal."8

The Mexican government is always in a state of turmoil.

The life of political figures is never safe. At any given

moment an assassin can put an end to it. Another party will

come into power. Those that were in favor find themselves

out in the open. Danae expresses this aspect very well.

Perseo rebels against Danae's desire for him to be

immortal. Perseo argues, "Quiero ser heroes, pero en

Serifos no hay monstruos, ni nada. iBailes, comercio,

fiestas' Quiero embarcarme, Viajar .

In this outburst of his inner self, Perseo expresses

one of Carballido's themes, making the individual face him-

self. A person cannot find himself until he stops living

in a world of make-believe. Serifos is a dream world, a

big party. Perseo desires to get out of his dream world

and face the real world to make something out of himself.

In essence, Carballido is telling the Mexican people to

face themselves and stop playing a role.

Danae assures Perseo that he will be a hero, as prom-

ised by Zeus, his father. Danae explains that the oracle

8 Ibid., p. 37. "Some day you will die and Perseo and
I will be driven out of the palace. No, no objection, no
one is immortal."

9 Ibid. "I want to be a hero, but in Serifos there
are no monsters, nor anything. Dances, commerce, parties.
I want to take a ship, travel . .
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at Delphus predicted to her father that he would be killed

by his grandson. Upon his return from the oracle, her

father took the necessary precautions to keep her from

becoming pregnant. Danae was locked in a very tall tower.

Six stone doors locked the entrance to her room from the

stairs.

Alli me conocio tu padre. Yo pienso que me vio

disfrazado de ave rapas, porque una gran 5guila

gris pas6 volando muchas veces. Despues . . .
ay despues . . . Primero fue una nube, la nube

mas divina, erizada de rayos, estruendosa y

cegadora. Despues el aguacero tibio, de oro

liquido, que me cenia y me penetraba . .
Polidecto: Una madre no debe contarle esas

cosas a su hijo, y una sefiora no debe decirlas

delante de un extraiio. 1 0

Mexican women of a respectable nature are not permitted

to discus sex publicly, much less in mixed company. Sex is

simply not an acceptable subject of conversation among

women.

The idea of Zeus being disguised as a bird of prey

represents the superstitious nature of the Mexican people.

It is believed that a person that practices black magic

can transform into animal form.

1 0 Ibid., p. 40. "Your father met me there. I believe

he saw me when he was disguised as a bird of prey, because

a great gray eagle passed by many times. First there

was a cloud, the most divine cloud, streaked with rays of

lightning, thunderous and blinding. Then the warm shower
of liquid gold that hugged me and penetrated me . .
Polidecto: A woman should not tell those things to her

son and a lady should not speak of them before a stranger."
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When Danae's father comes back from a trip, he finds

her with a baby boy. In his fury, Acrisio places them in

a wooden box and throws them in the sea. After days of

being tossed about in the sea, Polidecto's brother finds

them and brings them to Polidecto's palace.

With the death of his grandfather, Acrisio, Perseo

will become king of Argos. The oracle also predicted this.

However, Perseo refuses to make any plans to carry out the

oracle's prediction.

This is Perseo's rebellion against the establishment.

In Mexico today there are groups of young people rebelling

against established customs and the system of government.

By refusing to carry out the oracle's prediction, Perseo

also represents contemporary man trying to guide his own

destiny. 11

Danae's obsession to see Acrisio dead is repulsive to

the Mexican people. Parents are revered in Mexico. They

are subject to the ultimate respect and sacrifice. A

threat or insult to parents is taken as a personal insult

by the sons.

Polidecto has another plan, conquest. "Nosotros solo

ayudariamos economicamente. Comparariamos tus productos,

te venderiamos los nuestros . . . En Argos hay riquezas

1 1 Ibid., p. 10.
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enormes, bosques de pltano, fuentes naturales de brea

"12

Carballido seems to be referring in this passage to

the rich natural resources in Mexico. Foreign countries

are only too aware that these natural resources exist and

are only too willing to profit from them. It has been only

in recent years that Mexico has developed its industrial

power to turn its natural resources into a benefit for

Mexico. The lack of well trained industrial people has

also been a hindrance. However, Mexico is now well on its

way to profit from its natural wealth.

The Mexican people hold education in high esteem. They

will make any sacrifice to obtain a good education with the

hope of earning a better living. Polidecto speaks of this

to Perseo in reproaching his lack of cooperation in taking

over Argos: "Hablemos de lo que no he hecho . . . No te he

obligado a trabajar en nada, sino en tu propia educacion." 1 3

Polidecto leaves after this reproach. Perseo tells

Danae that he is tired of living off of someone else. He

wants to be free,

1 2 Ibid., p. 44. "We would help economically. We

would buy your products and sell you ours . . . There are
enormous riches in Argos, banana tree forests, natural
petroleum springs . .

1 3 Ibid. "Let's talk of what I have not done . . .

I haven't made you work in anything except your education."
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*Estoy sin libertad . . . sin amigos' Y th no
me entiendes ni me conoces, te pasas la vida
pensando en tus glorias idas, en tu aguacero
dorado . . .14

Perseo speaks for the rebellious youth of Mexico.

Through Perseo is expressed the modern unrest of Mexican

youth that feel unwanted and misunderstood. Perseo also

reproaches Danae for her existence in the past and dreams

for the future. He wants her to stop living in a fantasy

world and wake up to reality.

Danae is in a state of disbelief at Perseo's unrest.

The strain of what has just happened has tired her out.

She decides to rest. The maids close the balcony drapes

and leave. Suddenly, the drapes open. A dark sky can be

seen. Danae's chamber is illuminated in a quiet white

light and there is silent lightning in the room. Danae

calls out for the maids. Atenea appears on the balcony

instructing Danae to be quiet. Danae recognizes her and

falls to her knees.

!Atenea has come to bring Perseo a gift from Zeus, his

father. The gift is a sword and a helmet made by Hefesto.

Atenea give s him a shield with a surface as smooth as a

mirror. Nothing can penetrate it except Hercules' blow.

Its reflection blinds any enemy. In return for her gift,

14Ibid., p. 45. "1 am without freedom . . . without
friends' And you do not understand me nor know me. You

pass your time thinking of your past glories and your
golden shower
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Atenea wants a favor from Perseo. The favor Atenea wants

is for Perseo to cut Medusa's head and bring it to her.

Danae objects, telling Atenea it is best for her to

keep her gift. The very sight of Medusa will turn the

viewers into stone. Atenea explains that Perseo should

use the shield to see Medusa and strike the deadly blow.

It is only when a person sees Medusa directly that they

turn to stone.

Atenea needs Medusa's head to adorn her coat of arms.

Atenea further explains that there are two other gorgons

with Medusa in Africa. These two are not dangerous. The

three gorgons have irritated the gods. For this, they have

gained certain prestige and placed the gods' honor in

question. The gruesome three predicate false oracles but

maintain a good clientel. As a result, the offers at

Delphus have decreased. Atenea leaves a final message

for Perseo, "Y dile a Perseo que desde hoy es un hombre,

que me dirijo a el personalmente porque debe ser heroe para

poder contemplar de frente a los inmortales." 1 5

Carballido suggests that a person must face himself

first, before he can cope with the outside world. This is

true to the Mexican personality as it refuses to see itself

1Ibid.,p. 51. "Tell Perseo that as of today he is
a man, that I have come to him personally because he must
be a hero in order to face those that are immortal."
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as it really is. The Mexican escapes reality by playing a

role.

Act Two takes place in the gorgons' palace. The three

gruesome sisters are sitting about making small talk.

Estanas says, "Ayer se emborracharon los mfsicos." Eunala

answers, "No volver5 a pasar. Les pegu6 hasta que me

doli6 el brazo." 1 6

The Mexican upper class is stern with its servants.

Servants are expected to obey orders to the letter. Dis-

missal is a constant threat on servants. This is the

upper class's way of intimidation.

The gorgons make ready to receive several customers

that have come from afar to hear their predictions. Three

men are announced by screaming Negresses. The men are

Troodos of Paphos, Sen-Usert of Thebes and Acristo, king

of Argos. Before the predictions start, a big Negro comes

around to collect fees from the three men. Eunala goes

into a trance as the music increases in tempo,

Hecate, Nemesis, Hecate, Nemesis, Hecate, Nemesis,
Hecate reina del Erebo, reina de lo nocturno,
madre de las criaturas afelpadas y sinistras,
madre implacable, madre oscurisima, madre sap-
ientisima, haznos el don de tus oraculos.

16 Ibid., p. 64. "The musicians got drunk yesterday.
Eunala answers: It won't happen again. I hit them till
my arm hurt."

.- .* - - - " - - - .z k- -- , Nowalm 11PRI 100, 1 IN-liwam- , -1- , - , . - .
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Hecate, Nemesis, Hecate, Nemesis, Hecate, Nemesis,
los hombres acechan palabras de las tinieblas.17

This is blasphemy: Eunala's chant is a degradation

of the rosary. The gorgons, according to Atenea, predict

false oracles. Therefore, any ritual that goes along with

their oracle is false, useless. The same conclusion can be

made about the Catholics' belief in praying the rosary.

In fact, the whole structure of religion is questioned.

Troodos of Paphos has come to find out about his wife

and brother who weresshipwrecked while the three travelled

to Syria. An apparition comes to answer Troodos' question,

No hay feliz reino mortuorio de Astarte, Troodos
de Pafos, y si lo hay, me han negado el secreto
del camino y de la entrada . . . No hay feliz
reino murtuorio de Astarte y de haberlo, no en-
contrarias ahl a tu mujer y a tu hermano. Bfis-
calos mejor en el mercado de Bitinia, viviendo
juntos y felices, vendiendo afin restos del car-
gamento. Juntos provocamos el naufragio, juntos
salvamos las mercancias, Troodos de Pafos. Pero
tu hermano me pag& con esta pui'alada. 1 8

1 7 Ibid., p. 66. "Hecate, Nemesis, Hecate, Nemesis,
Hecate, Nemesis, Hecate queen of the nocturnal, mother
of the silent and sinister children, mother of the implacable,
mother of the obscure, mother of wisdom, grant us the favor
of your oracle. Hecate, Nemesis, Hecate, Nemesis, Hecate,
Nemesis, men desire words from darkness."

1 8 Ibid., p. 68. "There is no happy kingdom of death
in Astar, Troodos of Paphos, and if there is, I have been
denied the secret to its road . . . There is no happy
kingdom of death in Astar and if there were, you would not
find your wife and brother in it. Look for them in Bitini,
living happily together, still selling remains of the
shipment. Together we provoked the shipwreck, together
we saved the merchandise, Troodos of Paphos. But your
brother paid me by stabbing me."
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First of all, this prediction brings out the supersti-

tious beliefs of the Mexican people. Secondly, it criti-

cizes religion by saying that there is no heaven. There is

no place for the eternal rest of the spirit. Thirdly, it

treats the topic of adultery as a direct insult to the

man's masculinity and pride as a provider.

Troodos gets angry and tries to attack the gordons.

Some big Negro guards stop him and drag him out of the

chamber. Music is heard. Eunala starts dancing again.

She calls Acrisio, king of Argos. Acrisio's hatred has

mellowed through the years. He has forgiven Danae. How-

ever, he still is curious as to who fathered her child.

He is hoping the gorgon's oracle can give him the answer.

The form of Danae is seen as if it were an astral projec-

t ion.

Ahora, me complace escupirte la verdad en tus
barbas renegridas de pintura y en tu cara llena
de cosmeticos. Te escupo tambien mi odio. Es-
pero que te consumas de rencor impotente y te
conviertas en lo que siempre has sido, un viejo
gomoso y decreptio, carcomido por pasiones he-
diondas.1 9

Carballido expresses the corruption of the upper class.

They engage in all kinds of immoral practices, hushing

19 Ibid., p. 71. "Now it gives me great pleasure to
spit out the truth at your tinted whiskers and on your
face covered with cosmetics. I also spit my hatred at you.
I hope you consume yourself in impotent rancor and become
what you have always been, a dandy and decrepit old man,
gnawed by low passions."
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their actions with money. The fact that Acrisio wears make-

up seems to suggest certain homosexual tendencies. Any

deviation from normal sexual activity is severely criti-

cized by all Mexican classes.

Danae's apparition disappears when a Negress screams,

announcing the entrance of Perseo. The Negress is whipped

for interrupting the session. The gorgons say that the

next oracle will be in ten days. Sen-Usert decides to

leave. Acrisio and Perseo stay. Estanas offers the two

a room, for a price.

Mexicans, living in a tourist country, have learned

to make a profit in any way they can. Tourists are charged

to have their cars watched and hand-wiped, for carrying

their shopping bags and any type of service that can be

sold. This is a means of livelihood for the lower middle

class and the lower class. Commercial places raise the

price on merchandise, charging much more than the product

is worth.

Perseo and Acrisio accept the gorgons' proposition.

Eunala presents the two strangers to each other. Grand-

father and grandson finally meet each other. Estanas

inquires if they want one or two slaves for the evening.

Acrisio asks for two. Perseo turns the offer down.

Estanas offers: "0 quiere usted esclavos?"Y2 0 Once again,

"Do you prefer a male slave?"20Ibid., p. 810
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there is the suspicion of masculine virility when Perseo

turns down the offer to enjoy a woman's companionship.

"El muchachito es timido," 2 1 says Acrisio. The suspicion

is very true to the Mexican's way of thinking.

Acrisio inquires about Serifos. Perseo willingly

gives the information, adding that Polidecto does not have

a mistress. The air is cleared between the two. Perseo

assures Acrisio that he has no plans to kill him. Acrisio

retires to his room. Perseo puts on the weapons that have

been given to him by the gods and goes down to search for

Medusa. He stops in the oracle chamber. Soon the cries

of the sirens are heard outside. Perseo rushes to the

balcony to wave at them. Medusa enters without Perseo

seeing her. Perseo turns unexpectedly, facing her. He is

scared and falls to his knees thinking he is doomed to turn

to stone. He does this by instinct since he does not know

who this beautiful woman is. Medusa comforts him. Perseo

accuses himself of cowardice and being a mama's boy. He

adds: "iOdio al rey. Odio a las esclavas' Ahora habria

sido la ocasi6n . .. "22

Perseo speaks the people's feelings toward the govern-

ment and their conditions under it. The government rules

2 1 Ibid. "The boy is timid."

2 2 Ibid., p. 84. "I hate the king: I hate the

female slaves' This would have been my chance . ."
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with a strict hand under the disguise of democracy. The

people, especially the lower class, are helpless under its

control.

Perseo confides to Medusa, "Mira, tengo que sacar a

mi madre del palacio en que vivimos. No quiero que

dependamos de un extrato, como hasta ahora." 2 3 The Mexican

custom is that when the father dies or leaves the family,

the oldest male becomes the head of the household. Perseo

feels this responsibility since he is the only one to

provide for his mother, Now that he is of age, he is

trying to fulfill his obligation.

Perseo and Medusa discuss the position of men on earth,

Perseo asks,

Y 61 que gobierna? El que tiene poder para
mover cien mil hombres en una direcci6n?
Medusa: Ese es, tal vez (muy raramente), el
servidor de cien mil hombres. Si no, es solo un
pobre hambriento, con un oficio nebuloso y sin
ningfin fin. Mira, el hombre est6 solo y nece-
sita un espejo que le diga: eres alguien, eres
bello, eres bueno, vales. Ese espejo es la per-
sona amada. Hay hombres que no saben hallar un
solo espejo y buscan muchos. Tienen hambre de
ser bellos, fuertes, buenos; tienen hambre de va-
ler y gritan "soy, soy," pero nadie les responde.
Consiguen entonces cien mil, o cien mil millones
de hombres, que les digan a gritos, ieres bello,

Ibid.,p. 85. "Look, I've got to get my mother
out of the palace where we live. I don't want us to
depend on a stranger as we have been doing so far."
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eres fuerte, values." Pero nada les basta.
Esos son los gobernantes.2 4

The governing upper class likes to think they are in

command. It is ironic that in their desire for power they

do not stop to analyze their situation. They have to plan,

worry about finances, and assume the responsibility of

whatever goes wrong under their orders. In such a posi-

tion, matters have to run smoothly. A rock of the boat

can cost them their position and, perhaps, their lives.

This is especially true in a country like Mexico whose

government is so unstable. Greed is the governing drive

of leaders and politicians burden their shoulders with

numerous tasks to be praised by the masses. Greed drives

them to labors beyond their capabilities. Consequently,

personalities are shattered, lives are lost, and governments

fall. This is the Mexican government.

Perseo admits to Medusa, not knowing who she is, that

he has come to kill her. Medusa answers furiously: "Que

2 4 Ibid., p. 86. "And the one that governs? The one
that has the power to move a thousand men in one direction?
Medusa: He is, perhaps (very strangely) the servant of a
hundred thousand men. If not, he is only a poor beggar,
with a cloudy position and without a good end. Look, man
is alone and needs a mirror that says: 'You are somebody,
you are handsome, you are good, you are worthy.' That
mirror is the person one loves. There are men that are not
satisfied with one mirror and look for more. They are
hungry to be handsome, strong, good; they are hungry to be
worth something and yell, 'I am, I am,' but nobody answers
them. They find a thousand or one hundred thousand men
that will yell, 'You are handsome, you are strong, you are
worth something.' But nothing satisfies them. Those are
the governors. "
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te justifica para hablar asi de matar a una mujer, tu

semejante?"2 5

This question confronts man with God's commandment of

"Thou shall not kill." Man, in his hypocrisy, will kill

another human being in the name of justice. Perhaps a

better reason for taking another's life is admiration,

praise from those who are alive. The Mexican government

has fallen again and again under the name of some new

justice, some new ideal.

Medusa continues,

VConoces a alguien petrificado o engaiiado por ella?
Entonces, no matas por corregir un mal que ni
siquiera te imaginas en detalle: matas por
alimentar tu hambre, porque otros digan "es fuerte,
es bello, vale." Niiio rediculo, llor6n, yo soy
Medusa. ;Te he vuelto roca? ,Te he hecho ms
daiio que consolarte el miedo y limpiarte las
Iagrimas?26

Perseo has been deceived. The companion in this pas-

sage is the gullability of the Mexican middle and lower

classes in believing what the wealthy, educated class plays

up to gain their support. There are many illiterate people

25 Ibid., p. 88. "What justifies you to talk like that
of killing a woman, another human being?"

2 6 Ibid. "Do you know someone that has been petrified
or deceived by her? Then you don't kill to correct a
wrong that you can't even imagine, you kill to satisfy
your hunger, so that others will say, 'He is strong, he
is handsome, he is worthy.' Ridiculous child, cry baby,
I am Medusa. Have I turned you into stone? Have I done
you any wrong other than console your fear and dry your
tears?"

"We"91
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in Mexico. Consequently, they are not well informed. It

is easy to sway their way of thinking with half-truths and

lies.

Medusa explains that she is like any other woman

except for the snakes she has for hair. She keeps them

concealed under a head band so as not to harm anyone that

might accidentally come near her. She orders Perseo to

kill her and release her from her miserable, lonely

existence. Perseo refuses. Instead, he admires her

beauty, her straight-forward nature and her tenderness.

Perseo looks at her tenderly and says good night.

Act Three takes place in the patio of the gorgon's

palace. There is an entrance to the kitchen.. The statue

of a boy is brought in by two Negroes. Medusa, covered

from head to toe with a very thin veil, follows them.

Screams are heard off stage. Estanas and Eunala come in

carrying whips. The gorgons are searching for the two

Negro slaves that have escaped. Perseo and Acrisio enter

carrying throwing discs. Acrisio has just beaten Perseo

at disc hurling for the third day in a row. Acrisio in-

quires, "Estats furioso. Es que eres un muchacho enclenque.

iNunca lanzabas, nunca ibas de caceria? jNunca nadabas?"2 7

271bid., p. 96. "You are furious. It's because you
are a weakling. Didn't you ever run, ever go hunting?
Didn't you swim?"
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The Mexican society, especially the lower and middle

classes, expect their young men to be strong. Physical

strength is considered a sign of masculinity, machismo.

Acrisio leaves to go swimming. A Negro slave who has

been playing the guitar approaches Perseo.

i0ye principe, iqgu6 vas a querer hoy? Tengo goni-

tas flores para ti . . . Tengo collares de piedras,
mira, bonito . . . iColecci6n de mariposas? A
Medusa le encantan mariposas, muy bonitas.2 8

Street venders are a common sight in Mexico. Many of them

carry their wares in bags or in small boxes. They go from

person to person trying to make a sale. Carballido uses

the Negro slaves to point out this colorful part of Mexico's

life.

Medusa comes in leading a procession of Negro slaves

carrying a sofa and a small chest. She orders the one

carrying the chest to leave it and go. Medusa tells Perseo

that she is leaving the palace to move into a home of her

own. She is anxious to show Perseo her relics. Perseo

reaches into the chest, pulling out a rag doll with beauti-

ful gold hair. Medusa explains that it was her hair when

she was a child. Perseo inquires about her present condi-

tion. Medusa tells him that when she was seventeen, she won

a contest due to the length of her beautiful golden hair.

2 8 Ibid. p. 97. "Listen prince . . . what are you

going to want today? I have some beautiful flowers for you

. . . I have stone necklaces, look, pretty . . . A collec-
tion of butterflies? Medusa loves butterflies, very pretty."

-W,
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It reached her ankles. In the excitement of having won,

she bragged about her hair. Atenea heard Medusa and pun-

ished her by slowly turning her beautiful golden hair into

snakes. Medusa says, "Los dioses tienen envidia, Perseo.

Los dioses no tiene limites, lo saben todo." 2 9

Medusa journeyed from home until she reached the coast

of Africa where she was taken in by Estanas and Eunala.

All her hair had turned to snakes by the time she left the

ship. Perseo is moved by her story and tears roll down

his face. Since Medusa had become an outcast, her family

never tried to communicate with her. The change in Medusa's

hair makes her socially unacceptable. The family simply

ignores her existence in order to preserve in good standing

the family name. This is true of all social classes.

Medusa's dialogue has a special meaning in Mexico

because of the deep religious belief of the people.

Catholicism has taught them the extent of God's power and

knowledge. To the Mexican people, nothing goes unseen by

the judging eye of God.

Medusa leaves to see to the furniture that is being

moved to her new home. Acrisio comes in. Various vendors

come in trying to sell all kinds of oddities. Among them

are paintings of the gorgon's activities during the full

291bid.,2p. 104. "The gods are jealous, Perseo.
The gods don't have any limits, they know it all."
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moon. This is the gorgon's time in heat. Big orgies are

held on the beach, This activity is a kind of idolatry, a

forbidden practice in a Catholic country. It would be rep-

resentative of the final moral corruption of modern man.3 0

A slave offers to sing for Acrisio and Perseo. The

slave makes the mistake of singing Medusa's ballad. Perseo

becomes furious and beats him. His fury is such that he

ends up in tears. Acrisio asks him why he cries. Perseo

admits he loves Medusa. Acrisio assumes the role of judge

and reformer, expected of him as a member of the Mexican

society when a male member of the family shows lack of

machismo:

SI, el mundo es un sitio Ifgubre y torcido . . .
Y una ama a este mito contra su voluntad, y ve
que esta' corrompido y es un marica que llora por-
que le tiene una aficcion repugnante a las . . .
bestias, a las Medusas. (Lo ase por el pelo, lo
levanta.) Voy a hacerte un hombre, jovencito
equivocado. Amas a Medusa' (Escupe.) Yo te
voy a encehar lo que es un rey.3 1

The Mexican upper class is very strict when it comes

to marriage partners. Marrying below one's status is not

permitted. Anyone that attempts it is considered a black

3 0Dauster, p. 9.

3 1 Carballido, Medusa, p. 110. "Yes, the world is a
dismal and crooked place . . . and one loves this myth
against his will and one sees that it is corrupted and a
sissy that cries because he has a repugnant affection
towards . . . beasts, towards medusas. (He grabs him by
the hair and pulls him up.) I am going to teach you to be
a man, mistaken youth. You love Medusa, do you' (He
spits.) I am going to teach you how to be a king."
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sheep. Acrisio shakes Perseo and throws him violently.

Acrisio turns and walks off. Perseo grabs one of the

throwing discs and hurls it at Acrisio, hitting him on the

head. Acrisio falls dead to the ground. The prediction of

the oracle comes true.

Act Four starts by satirizing the wealthy upper class.

Eunala and Estanas are playing cards in Medusa's new home.

They are betting small pearls, diamonds, and gold nuggets.

In this manner, Carballido implies that in Mexico the

wealthy are very wealthy whereas the poor are very poor.

There is a great economic imbalance.

Perseo has become king of Argos. Eunala and Estanas

are displeased at Medusa for not charging him for his stay

at her home. However, Medusa refuses to charge him. Her

decision points out the hospitality of the Mexican people,

however humble their home might be.

The two gorgons appear nervous. The Negro slaves

watch them with desire in their eyes. That evening is the

rise of the new moon. The time of the big orgy with the

three gorgons is that evening.

Medusa and Perseo enter. Perseo jests with Estanas

and Eunala for awhile and then leaves. The two gorgons

remind Medusa that that evening is the night of the full

moon. Estanas and Eunala leave to get something to drink.

Perseo and Medusa have a love scene where Perseo says,
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"Hay muchas casas: de ladrillo, de ma'rmol, de metal y de

piedra, de palmas, de bejucos. Tienen cerradas las

puertas. "32

The tender love scene is interrupted by a howl from

the beach, drums and the entrance of the other two gorgons.

The new moon has risen. Everyone celebrates drinking from

the bottle Eunala has brought. Perseo gets drunk and

denies the gods. He tells Medusa to bring him his weapons.

Then Perseo tries to take Medusa in his arms but she keeps

him away with the sword. Medusa orders Perseo not to fol-

low her to the beach. Perseo takes the sword from her.

Medusa warns him to stay away because all her body is full

of snakes. To take her would mean his death. Perseo

becomes furious and strikes with his sword, decapitating

Medusa. Through the reflection on his shield he finds the

head and is horrified by the reality of what was his love.

Once again, the Mexican's fear of facing reality is

expressed. Perseo's love for Medusa was a fantasy. He

refused to see her for what she was. The fantasy made his

existence better to bear than to seek the horrible truth.

Act Five takes place in Polidecto's palace. The throne

room is decorated for a celebration. Andromeda and two men

are in the room. While on the return trip home, Perseo

32 Ibid., p. 121. "There are many hourses: of
bricks, of marble, of metal and of rock, of palm leaves
and liana. They have their doors closed."
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saved Andromeda from being devoured by a dragon with seven

heads. She was being offered as a sacrifice to the gods.

Perseo took her for his wife. Together they have returned

to Serifos unannounced. Perseo and Andromeda await in the

throne room.

Suddenly, the quietness of the room is broken by a

group of people rushing down the staircase. The group is

led by a dance instructor. They are practicing for the

evening's entertainment where Danae, just married to

Polidecto, will be crowned queen of Serifos. The strangers

are ignored. Andromeda's escort orders, "De rodillas,

animal. Esta es la reina de Argos, no una de tus vacas."3 3

Many times, people do not know how to earn the

respect of others. Therefore, they demand it due to their

social position. Such is the case of the upper class in

Mexico. They demand respect even of each other.

Perseo enters in king's regalia carrying a small box

under his arm. He inquires of Hermia and Alejandra as to

the whereabouts of Danae. Hermia answers with a certain

amount of respect, but she is reproached by one of

Andromeda's men, "Deja ese tono intimo y habla con mas

protocolo. Te diriges a un rey."34

3 3Ibid., p. 129. "On your knees, you beast. You
are before the queen of Argos, not one of your cows."

3 4 Ibid., p. 131. "Stop using that intimate tone and
speak with more deference. You are speaking to a king."
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Hermia informs Perseo that his mother has just that

morning married Polidecto. Perseo is surprised and orders

everyone to leave. Andromeda asks Perseo, "b'Le gustare a

tu madre?" Perseo answers, "Eres princesa. Cualquier

princesa le gustaria." 35

Marrying within their social class is an unspoken

rule of the Mexican upper class. This is their way of

keeping their wealth within a given group. Likewise, the

power that goes with it is not spread around to many people.

The doors of the palace open and the wedding party

comes in. Danae is the first to see the young couple,

standing on the staircase posed in a regal stance. Danae

runs to embrace Perseo. Danae and Andromeda present them-

selves. Perseo tells Danae that he decided to come to

Serifos before going to Argos to take her back as queen.

Danae is moved. ",Lo oyes, Polidecto? Antes que nada,

penso en mi. Eso te honra, hijo, y me conmueve." 3 6

This is Carballido's way of including in this play

the reverence and respect that the Mexican family has for

the parents; parents come first. Anything else is

secondary.

35Ibid., p. 132. "Will your mother like me?" Perseo
answers, "You are a princess. Any princess will please
her.

36Ibid., p. 138. "Do you hear him, Polidecto? He
thought of me before anything else. That honors you,
my son, and moves me."
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Danae carries on about how proud she is of Perseo. The

poets are called in to compose the ballad of Perseo's adven-

tures. The poets are described as "flacos, dignos, irres-

petuosos, levemente estrafalarios." 3 7  The description of

the poets represents the meager position of the arts in

Mexico. It has been only within the last thirty years that

the arts have made headway in Mexico.

Perseo is left with the poets while rehearsal con-

tinues for the coronation. The director instructs, "Los

enmascarados no se alejen mucho de aqui, listos para el

final." 3 8 The double meaning in this sentence is in refer-

ence to the political situation in Mexico. Polidecto and

Danae are part of the group that is practicing. They are

the governors. As such, intrigue is always around them.

The many Mexican governments that have fallen are historical

proof of this. The masked members of the group are repre-

sentative of intrigue.

Everybody leaves except for Perseo, Andromeda, the

poets and the two armed men escorting Andromeda. The first

poet tells Perseo,

Seflor, ya conozco la historia y es lo que importa
menos. Quisiera ir a lo esencial.
Perseo: LEs la historia lo que importa menos?

37Ibid.,p. 140. "Skinny, dignified, disrespectful,
slightly sloppy."

38 Ibid., p. 141. "The masked people should not move
too far from here, ready for the last part."
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Los trees poetas: iNaturalmente'
Segundo poeta: Teniendo los incidentes mayores,
reconstruiremos los detalles, daremos el
tratamiento de acuerdo con nuestra experiencia
personal y directa . . .
Perseo: Que seria muy distinta a la mia.39

In order to overthrow a government, support is needed

from the people. Those helping to overthrow the existing

government must believe in what they are doing. They must

be given a cause. The leaders of the rebellious party must

gain their support by explaining the reasons for rebellion

to fit their self-deception when it is over. This is why

the stability of the Mexican government is so uncertain.

The people are swayed this way and that, going from one

cause to another, from one president to another.

Perseo dismisses the poets when he sees Danae enter.

After greeting each other, Perseo orders the slaves to bring

the present he and Andromeda have brought Danae. Danae

notices Perseo's uneasiness. She tries to explain why she

has accepted to marry Polidecto, "Hijo no estes asi . ..

Polidecto es un hombre muy fino. Cuando se supo que habias

matado a mi padre, yo pens6 en la conveniencia de unir los

dos reinos." 4 0

3 9 Ibid., p. 142. "Sir, I already know the story and
it is the one that matters least. I would like to go on
to the essentials. Perseo: The story is the one that
matters least? The three poets: Naturally' Second poet:
Having the major incident, we can reconstruct the details,
treat it according to our personal experience and direct

Perseo: Which would be very different from mine."

401bid.,p. 147. "Son, don't feel bad . . . Polidecto

is a very good man. When I heard you had killed my father,
I thought of the convenience of uniting the two kingdons."
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Danae speaks for the way of thinking of the upper

class, Members of the upper class marry within their social

ranks to keep the wealth and refinement among themselves.

There is a certain amount of security in maintaining their

unity as a class.

Polidecto enters. Danae's curiosity gets the best of

her. She grabs the box Perseo has been carrying under his

arm. Perseo yells not to open it. The musical director

calls for rehearsal. Polidecto tells Perseo that they will

speak of business in the morning. Perseo answers that he

plans to leave early the next morning and that whatever

business there is to discuss will have to wait until his

next visit. Polidecto says that he has a message from

Atenea for him. The message is that Atenea awaits Medusa's

head.

Perseo: Seguiria esperandola.
Polidecto: jNo piensas entregarla?
Perseo: No.
Polidecto: No debes hacer eso. Va aparecer un
acto de rebeldia.
Perseo: iPero si es eso precisamente'
Polidecto: Que objeto . . . ? Qu6 es una
decision nuestra en el tiempo de los dioses? Algfn
dia envejeras, querras reconciliarte con ellos.4

4 1 Ibid., p. 152. "Perseo: She will have to continue
to wait. Polidecto: Don't you plan to hand it over?
Perseo: No. Polidecto: You should not do that. It will
look as an act of rebellion. Perseo: But it is just that!
Polidecto: With what end . . .? What is a decision of
ours in the time of the gods? Some day you will be an old
man, you will want to reconcile yourself with them."

A - AL- PURIM 41M." -4 - - ! ,
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The Mexican people are primarily Catholic. As such,

they believe in an all-powerful God. Those that have lived

a good life expect to rest their souls in the kingdom of

God. The older they get, the more they become concerned

with death and going to heaven. If there is any place in

Mexico where all the social classes unite as one, it is in

the church. The salvation of the soul is of concern to all.

Polidecto tries to convince Perseo to stay and listen

to his advice about how he should govern Argos. Perseo

refuses to listen. He tells Polidecto that he will still

be the owner of Argos as he was the owner of Medusa. He

advances a few steps and opens the box he has been carrying

under his arm. It is Medusa's head. The musical director

and Polidecto stare into it. Danae enters and also looks

before Perseo can stop her. All turn to stone, since

Medusa's head still holds the powers it had when it was

attached to Medusa's body.

Medusa's head is representative of reality. Reality

has unpleasantness somewhere along its path. When a person

decided to face reality there is disappointment.

The musical director, representative of the artss,

because of the very nature of his work, lived in a world of

make believe. Polidecto and Danae lived in a world of

dreams. They were incapable of facing reality. They could

not cope with the reality of their existence.
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Perseo asks Andromeda to watch over the box containing

Medusa's head. Andromeda promises she will. Fanfares are

heard. Perseo poses to receive the only two subjects he

has left.

Emilio Carballido is one of Mexico's contemporary

playwrights who has been able to use myth to point out the

Mexican's escape from reality, psychology, and humor.4 2

In Medusa, Carballido has confronted men with topics of

immediate concern without leaving out a touch of the

Mexican way of life. Carballido has satirized the Mexican

upper class way of life and the hypocrisy of the Mexican

church. Carballido has also satirized some basic char-

acteristics of the political class.

42Ibid., p. 9.



CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSION

In this study, the findings show that the plays of the

Mexican contemporary playwrights Rodolfo Usigli, Salvador

Novo, and Emilio Carballido are concerned with immediate

problems of the Mexican people.

Rodolfo Usigli treats two main themes in his plays,

political-social problems and sexual problems. In dramati-

zation of the sexual problems, he shows a continuing inter-

est in the psychological and the subconscious, combining

melodramatic reality and the products of the imagination.

The Gesticulator can be classified under the first type,

a political-social drama. Crown of Shadows cannot be

classified specifically under either theme, but encompasses

both. Crown of Shadows is a retrospective image of

Carlota's suffering due to the regime's failure and the

death of Maximilian. At the same time, it is the presen-

tation of national weaknesses and vicissitudes.

As Vera Beck states,

However much we limit ourselves in praise, we
arrive at the same conclusion: in Rodolfo
Usigli's theatre there is only space for what is
alive. Since politics exercise a great influence
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in the national life of Mexico, they also matter
in the legitimate theatre. Combining psychologi-
cal reasons, the disunion of families, the connec-
tion between life and death, and dreams are a
living reality, although frequently incongrous,
Rodolfo Usigli uses them as an integral and
indispensable part in his dramatic works.'

The plays of Rodolfo Usigli deserve to be better known

to North American readers, for in them are incisive analyses

of Mexican national traits, politics and society. Usigli

affirms that his purpose is none other than to express

Mexico.

Salvador Novo, like Usigli, plays an important role in

Mexican theatre. Novo's dramatic works are characterized

by social criticism, themes, and characters that express

an intentional vision, malicious, and at times satirical,

of the Mexican way of life. Psychoanalysis plays an impor-

tant part in Novo's character development. Novo chooses to

reinterpret the conduct or the intentions of historical

figures, as in Cuauhtemoc, or to criticize ways of life,

as in Yocasta, or Nearly. Novo's dramatic works, without

scorning life, seek to express ideas and new points of view,

making ingenious observations in his capable satirization

of Mexico's way of life.

Of the more recent playwrights, Emilio Carballido is

the most interesting one. Carballido's success lies in the

1Beck, "La fuerza motriz, en la obra dramatica de
Rodolfo Usigli," p. 383.
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fact that he has effectively presented Mexican customs in

his dramatic works. The plays of Carballido are char-

acterized by a kind of scenic neo-realism and an attempt

at fantasy and poetic imagination. The plays in which

Carballido uses the scenic neo-realism approach represent

everyday life, middle class ideas, and the Mexican's

psychology. The Watchmaker of COrdoba can be classified

in this category.

The plays in which there is an attempt at fantasy and

poetic imagination use symbolism, surrealism, and poetic

elements. These plays are not tied to a specific period

and show man confronting his own destiny. Medusa can be

classified under this category.

In the realist dramas, Carballido examines national

customs, the rights and prejudices of the individual, and

the responsibility that the individual has toward himself

and those around him.

Carballido focuses themes within the Mexican way of

life, the personality of the Mexican, and in social cri-

tique. Division of acts is used in his more structured

plays. In the more experimental plays, like The Watchmaker

of Cordoba, Carballido explains that he uses journeys to

change scenes. Multiple changes of place and set are

characteristic of Carballido's style.
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Carballido utilizes dance, music, ritual, mime, and

the spoken word to communicate with his audience. Humor

is an essential part of Carballido's plays. Sometimes the

humor is refined; at other times it is biting. Carballido's

satire does not respect institutions or individuals.

Emilio Carballido never abandons the frame and

present of what is nationally Mexican, especially when his

dramas reflect the honest preoccupation he feels for his

country and for the social and political conditions of the

Mexican people. The Watchmaker of C6 rboda and Medusa are

outstanding examples of Carballido's dramatic form.

The plays of Rodolfo Usigli, Salvador Novo, and Emilio

Carballido deserve to be better known to North American

readers, for in them are incisive analyses of Mexican

national traits, politics, and society.

Some basic conclusions can be drawn about the plays

studied. The Mexican contemporary playwrights Rodolfo

Usigli, Salvador Novo, and Emilio Carballido are concerned

with criticizing immediate problems in the Mexican social

structure. The upper class is severely criticized by all

three authors. As treated in the plays studied, the

Mexican upper class can be considered to be extremely

careful of who joins its rank. Care is taken in an effort

to keep control of wealth within the upper class. The

wealth of the upper class is the key to the power it now



has in the Mexican social structure and in Mexican govern-

ment. Another evident conclusion is that the Mexican upper

class abuses its social position by looking down on members

of classes further down in the social hierarchy. The upper

class is represented as being extremely wealth whereas the

lower class is extremely poor.

Usigli, Novo, and Carballido seem to agree that

Mexican politics is corrupt. The political class is

satirized as being given to bribery. Secondly, the politi-

cal class functions outside the law to reach a desired

end. Thirdly, the political class is easily impressed by

persons of wealth and well-established social position.

The way of life of the lower class is a subject that

also seems to concern Usigli, Novo, and Carballido. All

three playwrights point out that the one characteristic

that prevails in the lower class is hope. The lower class

seems to always be waiting for that one opportunity to

improve its existence. The playwrights seem to agree that

as a result of hope, the lower class always lives in a

world of make-believe. Secondly, the playwrights point out
the less than desirable financial condition of the lower

class.

Usigli, Novo, and Carballido point out a characteristic

of the Mexican people that cannot be restricted to any one

social class. This characteristic is the Mexican's
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inability to exist without playing a role. It is sug-

gested that this characteristic is found in members of all

classes as a result of refusing to face up to a given

situation.

The role of the Catholic Church in Mexican society

is satirized by Usigli, Novo, and Carballido. The Catholic

Church is represented as being hypocritical for the fol-

lowing reason. The Mexican people, on the whole, are

Catholic. The largest following is from the lower class.

However, the lower class has no influence in the Mexican

government. The upper class and professional class do

have an influence in government. The Church accepts the

favors of the financially able classes without question.

In return, the Church tends to overlook actions of these

benefactors that should be criticized. The lower classes

contribute what little they can and are satisfied with

what favors they can get from the Catholic Church. There-

fore, the Church is represented in a noncommittal role.

The Church appears to be helping everyone when in reality

it is reaping the benefits from all and getting involved

only in questions or morality.

In this study, the findings show that the plays of

the Mexican contemporary playwrights Rodolfo Usigli,

Salvador Novo, and Emilio Carballido basically criticize

the more immediate problems of the Mexican people.
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